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ABSTRACT
Conjugation in Streptomyces invokes a unique mechanism involving few
plasmid-encoded loci. Transfer of circular plasmid pIJ101 requires only a tra gene, and a
cis-acting locus clt. Here, I investigated whether the transfer genes of pIJ101 could promote
transfer of a linear plasmid. While pIJ101 Tra could transfer circularized versions of the linear
plasmid containing clt, the linear plasmid itself could not be transferred efficiently by Tra. All
plasmids isolated from transconjugants appeared to be circular regardless of the configuration
of the plasmid in the initial donor cells. However the linear plasmid could be transferred in
linear form from JW1, which contains the conjugative linear plasmid SLP2. Evidence that
linear plasmids transferred from strains containing only SLP2 strongly suggest that TraSLP2
mediated the transfer of heterologous linear plasmid and pIJ101, and Tra is not responsible for
transfer of the linear DNA molecules from JW1.These results indicate that Tra of pIJ101
shows specificity for the circular configuration and imply that efficient transfer of linear
plasmids may require additional functions compared with circular plasmids. Certain strains of
the bacterial sweet potato pathogen Streptomyces ipomoeae produce the bacteriocin ipomicin,
which inhibits other sensitive strains of the same species. Here, I show that group III inhibitor
ipomicin stably accumulates in culture supernatants of S. ipomoeae in a growth-regulated
manner that does not coincide with the pattern of expression of the ipomicin structural gene
ipoA. Similar growth-regulated production of ipomicin in Streptomyces coelicolor containing
the cloned ipoA gene was found to be directly dependent on translation of the TTA codon in
ipoA by the bldA leucyl tRNA. These results suggest that bldA-dependent translation of the S.
ipomoeae ipoA gene leads to growth-regulated production of the ipomicin precursor, which
upon processing to the mature form and secretion, stably accumulates in the extracellular
viii

environment. An apparently inactive form of ipomicin protein is produced in most members
of susceptible strains of S. ipomoeae, suggesting that further post-translational modification of
ipomicin protein in the group III strains results in bacteriolytic activity.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION
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Streptomyces, the largest genus of Actinobacteria, is comprised of about 500 species of
gram-positive spore-forming prokaryotic bacteria predominately inhabitant of soil and
decaying vegetation. They are most famous for their production of thousands of biologically
active secondary metabolites including about 80% of the natural antibiotics that are medically,
agriculturally and industrially important. Streptomyces species have many unique features that
make them quite distinctive among eubacteria.
COMPLEX LIFE CYCLE OF STREPTOMYCES
Streptomyces species display a complex life cycle comprised of three distinct stages:
substrate mycelium, aerial mycelium, and spores. When nutrition is plentiful in the soil, they
grow as a tangled mass of multigenomic vegetative substrate mycelia. Whereas when
nutrition becomes scarce, substrate mycelia die and are scavenged by aerial hyphae which are
directed vertically and grow by extension at tips. Such morphological differentiation triggers
the onset of secondary metabolites, which is known as physiological differentiation.
Eventually extension ceases, and individual hyphae coil and form septa at regular intervals.
Each resulting compartment contains a single copy of the genome and eventually
differentiates into a unigenomic spore (Chater 1993, Chater 1998).
Under laboratory conditions, Streptomyces spp. undergo both morphological and
physiological differentiation on solid media. However, these bacteria don’t typically
differentiate morphologically in liquid cultures. Instead, they grow as mycelial clumps and
display a multiphase growth curve similar to that of unicellular bacteria. As the culture enters
stationary phase in liquid culture, Streptomyces mycelia readily undergo secondary
metabolism (Champness and Chater 1994).
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THE STREPTOMYCES LINEAR CHROMOSOMES AND LINEAR PLASMIDS
Unlike most other bacterial genera, Streptomyces possess linear chromosomes. While
initially discovered in Streptomyces lividans ZX7 (Lin et al. 1993), the linearity of
chromosomes has been found to be ubiquitous in streptomycetes (Lezhava et al. 1995,
Leblond et al. 1996, Pandza et al. 1997). The chromosomes are about 8 mb in length with
terminal inverted repeats (TIRs), and terminal proteins (TPs) covalently linked to the 5' ends
(Lin et al. 1993). Replication of the linear chromosomes is initiated from an internal origin
and proceeds bidirectionally toward their telomeres (Musialowski et al. 1994). The
Streptomyces chromosomal DNA can also replicate in a circular mode spontaneously as a
result of large deletions and rearrangements in the highly unstable terminal sequences of the
molecule (Lin and Chen 1997, Chen et al. 2002, Catakli et al. 2003). Even in its linear form,
an intact chromosome could show a circular-like configuration by the interaction of the two
telomeres via covalently bound TPs (Wang et al. 1999, Yang and Losick 2001).
Linear plasmids which range in size from 10 kb to 1 mb, are also present in Streptomyces
spp. (Hirochika and Sakaguchi 1982, Sakaguchi 1990, Chen et al. 1993, Kinashi et al. 1994).
The Streptomyces linear plasmids have many features in common with linear chromosomes,
such as TIRs (Huang et al. 1998, Qin and Cohen 1998, Goshi et al. 2002) and 5’-capped TPs
(Bao and Cohen 2001, Yang et al. 2002). Also the telomeres of certain linear plasmids show
high similarity to those of chromosomes (Huang et al. 1998, Qin and Cohen 1998). For
example, the right end of SLP2, a 50-kb linear plasmid found in S. lividans, is identical to the
first 15.4 kb of the TIR in the S. lividans chromosome (Bey et al. 2000). Linear plasmids also
replicate divergently from centrally located origins of replication (Chang and Cohen 1994,
Chang et al. 1996). Furthermore, the linear replicons can also exist in a circular form when
3

their telomeres are deleted (Shiffman and Cohen 1992, Qin et al. 2003). A recent study
showed that in some cases circular plasmids could replicate in a linear mode when the
telomeres of a linear replicon were attached (Zhang et al. 2008).
CONJUGATION IN THE STREPTOMYCETES
Besides morphological and physiological differentiation, many Streptomyces species can
exchange genetic information by plasmid-mediated conjugation, which is visible by a
transfer-related “pock” structure: When plasmid-containing spores are spread onto agar plates
containing a lawn of spores lacking the same plasmid, plasmid molecules transfer from the
germinated donor cells to recipient cells and retard the growth of recipients, eventually
forming circular inhibition zones or “pocks” (Bibb and Hopwood 1981, Kieser et al. 1982).
The Streptomyces conjugative plasmids include covalently closed circular (CCC) plasmids,
linear DNA replicons, and those in chromosomally integrated forms (Hopwood and Kieser,
1993).
Bacterial conjugation, which was first elucidated for the Escherichia coli F fertility
factor, generally employs a conserved mechanism, that requires about thirty functions to
mobilize DNA among most bacteria examined to date, with the exception of Streptomyces
related mycelial bacteria. Conjugation typically involves formation of a mating pair between
the donor and the recipient cells via the plasmid-encoded pilus (Durrenberger et al. 1991). The
DNA processing event initiates with a site-specific single-stranded cleavage by a
plasmid-encoded endonuclease relaxase within oriT, the cis-acting origin of transfer. The
cleaved DNA is then unwound by a plasmid-encoded helicase, the nicked single strand is
transferred in a 5’ to 3’ direction into the recipient cell through a transport pore (Lanka and
Wilkins 1995). In the donor cell, rolling cycle replication displaces the parental strand by
4

DNA synthesis from the 3’ hydroxyl end of the nicked strand (Furuya and Komano, 2000).
Meanwhile in the recipient cell, double-stranded DNA molecules are formed by DNA
synthesis using RNA primers in the new host (Lanka and Wilkins 1995). In addition to
mediating self-transmission, the conjugative plasmids are capable of promoting the transfer of
chromosomal DNA by integrating into the host chromosomes (Reimmann and Haas 1993).
In contrast, conjugation in Streptomyces spp. involves a novel mechanism which requires
only a few plasmid-encoded genetic functions (Hopwood and Kieser 1993). No pili structures
have been detected between mating streptomycete cells (Grohmann et al. 2003), and recent
evidences suggested that CCC plasmids are transferred as double-stranded intermediate and
thus are not nicked during the process of conjugal transfer (Possoz et al. 2001, Ducote and
Pettis 2006).
The most characterized Streptomyces conjugative plasmid is pIJ101, an 8,830-bp CCC
high copy plasmid isolated from S. lividans, which has a wide host range among
actinomycetes (Kieser et al. 1982, Hopwood and Kieser 1993). Transfer of pIJ101 requires
only a single protein, which is encoded by the pIJ101 tra gene (Kendall and Cohen 1987,
Pettis and Cohen 2001a), and which is a 70-kDa membrane associated protein (Pettis and
Cohen 1996). The Tra protein does not resemble any proteins required for conjugation in
E.coli and other gram-negative bacteria. However it has significant similarity to E. coli FtsK
and Bacillus subtilis SpoIIIE (Begg et al. 1995, Wu et al. 1995, Pettis and Cohen 2000),
which are translocators of double-stranded DNA through intracellular septa (Wu and
Errington 1994, Wu et al. 1995, Liu et al. 1998, Steiner et al. 1999, Errington et al. 2001). Tra
can also promote efficient conjugation of linear chromosomal DNA, a phenotype referred to
as chromosome mobilizing ability (Cma) (Kieser et al. 1982). The Cma function of Tra is
5

independent of the pIJ101 replicon as even a chromosomally inserted copy of tra gene can
mediate efficient transfer of the chromosomal DNA molecule in the absence of the plasmid
(Pettis and Cohen 1994).
Besides Tra, the efficient conjugal transfer of pIJ101 also requires a cis-acting locus of
transfer termed clt that resides within a 145-bp region of pIJ101 (Pettis and Cohen 1994).
Deletion of clt eliminates conjugation efficiency up to three orders of magnitude (Ducote et al.
2000). Tra and clt functions can also promote transfer of heterologous plasmids. After cloning
clt locus to a transfer defective replicon and inserting tra gene into the chromosome, the
replicon could be transferred as efficiently as clt+ pIJ101 derivatives (Pettis and Cohen, 1994).
The cis-acting locus may not be necessary for Tra-mediated Cma. To date, no functional
analogs of the pIJ101 clt have been found in the Streptomyces chromosome. clt loci have also
been identified on Streptomyces plasmids pJV1 (Servín-Gonzalez 1996) and pSG5
(Grohmann et al. 2003), and these loci resemble pIJ101 clt in fucntion, but not in sequence.
The function of clt appears to be plasmid specific since pJV1 clt can’t substitute for pIJ101 clt
during conjugative plasmid transfer mediated by pIJ101 Tra (Ducote 2004). Though the
pIJ101 clt was found to be intrinsically curved (Ducote et al. 2000), it is still unknown
whether the curvature structure plays a role in clt function. The molecular function of clt is
thus still awaiting elucidation. However, it has been demonstrated that no site-specific nicking
of either strand appears to occur at the clt region during plasmid transfer (Ducote and Pettis
2006). This result suggested that clt plays a role apparently distinct from the function of
cis-acting oriT locus during the process of conjugal transfer of circular plasmids from other
bacteria, and together with other evidence suggests a novel conjugation mechanism that
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involves transfer of streptomycete circular plasmids in a unique double-stranded form (Possoz
et al. 2001, Grohmann et al. 2003).
The membrane Tra proteins of Streptomyces plasmids are believed to be located at the
hyphal tips (Reuther et al. 2006), and it has been suggested that the donor and recipient
hyphae may fuse at the tips in the presence of a Tra protein. A potential model for conjugative
circular plasmid transfer, which is similar to DNA pumping mechanism of SpoIIIE (Errington
et al. 2001, Sharp and Pogliano 2002), as shown in Fig. 1.1, indicates that Tra proteins forms
a ring-shape pore, which interacts noncovalently with the double-stranded plasmid and pumps
plasmid molecules into the recipient by using the energy of ATP hydrolysis (Grohmann et al.
2003, Reuther et al. 2006). The clt locus might represent an interaction site with Tra and the
cell membrane. However, no specific binding of a linear clt-containing DNA fragment by the
Tra protein was observed (Ducote et al. 2000).

FIG. 1.1. The model for circular conjugative plasmid transfer in Streptomyces as indicated
in Grohmann et al. 2003. See text for details.
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Like circular plasmids, most natural Streptomyces linear plasmids mediate efficient
conjugal transfer of themselves and the host chromosome. (Hopwood and Kieser 1993).
However, little is known about the mechanism of conjugative linear plasmid transfer.
Interestingly, some SpoIIIE homologues are also encoded by linear Streptomyces plasmids
(Grohmann et al. 2003). For example, the Tra protein of linear plasmid SLP2, TraSLP2,
resembles Tra proteins from circular Streptomyces plasmids as well as SpoIIIE (Huang et al.
2003), and it can promote efficient conjugal transfer of not only linear SLP2 but also its
circular derivatives (Xu et al. 2006). Together with the fact that linear chromosomal DNA can
be mobilized by the Tra protein of circular plasmid pIJ101 (Pettis and Cohen 1994), this
evidence indicates that the Tra function may be also sufficient for the conjugative transfer of
linear replicons in Streptomyces. However some other evidence indicated that the conjugal
transfer of linear plasmids versus their circular counterparts may involve distinct mechanistic
differences. Several conjugation functions other than the Tra DNA translocase have been
identified as being required for the efficient SLP2-mediated transfer of itself and the linear
chromosome, such as the TtrA protein (a helicase-like protein encoded by a
telomere-proximal gene ttrA), cell wall hydrolases, etc. (Huang et al. 2003, Xu et al. 2006).
An “end-first model” suggested that the transfer of linear streptomycete replicons may be
initiated at their terminus. In this case, a single strand of the replicon, including the 5’-capped
TP, may be displaced and transferred into the recipient (Chen 1996).
STREPTOMYCETES AS PLANT PATHOGENS
In recent years, an increasing number of Streptomyces species have been identified as
plant pathogens, and this group has been drawing more attention of researchers (Loria et al.
2006). A group of polyphyletic pathogenic species, such as Streptomyces acidiscabies,
8

Streptomyces scabies and Streptomyces turgidiscabies, are capable of causing scab diseases on
potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) and some other vegetables of economic importance (Loria et
al. 1997). Among them, S. scabies is globally distributed, the first known, the most
characterized, and probably the original Streptomyces plant pathogen (Loria et al. 1997, Loria
et al. 2006). Virulence factors include a family of phytotoxin known as thaxtomins, which are
novel 4-nitroindol-3-yl-containing 2,5-dioxopiperazine compounds, as well as an
independently functioning necrosis factor, Nec1 (Loria et al. 1997, Kers et al. 2005, Loria et
al. 2006). The genes encoding such virulence factors are all contained in a large transmissible
pathogenicity island (PAI) in S. turgidiscabies that appears to have been derived originally
from S. scabies. Therefore the mobilization of the PAI to previously non-pathogenic species is
probably responsible for the emergence of new plant pathogenic Streptomyces species (Kers et
al. 2005).
Streptomyces ipomoeae is another Streptomyces plant-pathogenic species which causes
soil rot, a widespread and destructive disease of sweet potato, Ipomoea batatas, (L.) Lam
(Clark and Moyer 1988). The disease causes rotting of fibrous roots and necrotic lesions on
tubers and reduces the yield and marketability of sweet potatoes (Clark and Matthews 1987).
To date relatively little information is known about S. ipomoeae pathogenicity. Unlike other
Streptomyces plant pathogens such as S. scabies and S. acidiscabies, S. ipomoeae does not
naturally infect potato. Also a PAI has not been found in the S. ipomoeae genome (Pettis,
unpublished results). It is only known that a thaxtomin-type phytotoxin, thaxtomin C, is
produced by S. ipomoeae and appears to be its major virulence factor (King et al. 1994).
However the thaxtomin biosynthetic pathway in S. ipomoeae is different from that in S.
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scabies (King et al. 1994, King and Lawrence 1995), and Nec1 necrosis factor is absent
(Bukhalid and Loria 1997).
INTERSTRAIN INHIBITION IN S. IPOMOEAE
Control of Streptomyces soil rot relies primarily on development of high-yielding,
disease-resistant cultivars. However resistant cultivars have shown some variation which may
be due to undetermined environmental and genetic conditions, and/or variation in the
pathogenicity of the streptomycete strains (Clark et al. 1998). Thus alternative strategies need
to be developed for protection of sweet potatoes against soil rot. Strains for S. ipomoeae can
inhibit the growth of one another when they are co-cultivated on agar media, a phenomenon
known as interstrain inhibition (Clark et al. 1998). Thirty-six S. ipomoeae strains isolated
from a variety of locations were divided into three groups based on interstrain inhibition. S.
ipomoeae group I do not produce an inhibitor of group II and III strains. Group II S. ipomoeae
strains produce an antagonist of group I and III, while strains of group III produce a diffusible
compound inhibitory to group I and II (Clark et al. 1998). Theoretically a combination of
group II and III inhibitory substances should be effective against all strains of S. ipomoeae.
Therefore the interstrain interaction phenotype provides the basis for a potentially novel
biocontrol scheme for prevention of soil rot, which would be facilitated by isolation and
characterization of S. ipomoeae group II and III inhibitors.
The group III inhibitor has been purified and termed ipomicin, which is a 10-kDa
bacteriocin-like protein that is secreted into the environment (Zhang et al. 2003). The
inhibition function of ipomicin is highly specific for only sensitive S. ipomoeae strains.
Ipomicin is very stable and can retain inhibitory activity when stored either at 4°C for up to
one month or at −20°C for over a year (Zhang et al. 2003). The features of ipomicin such as
10

high specificity and stability make it ideal as a potentially efficient biocontrol agent against S.
ipomoeae infections, if combined together with group II inhibitor. However there is still very
little known about the group II inhibitory substance.
STREPTOMYCES GLOBAL TEMPORAL REGULATOR, bldA
The complex life cycle of streptomycetes allows for the isolation and characterization of
mutants that define growth-phase regulators, such as bld (bald) mutants, which are a class of
mutants deficient in morphological and physiological differentiation (Chater 1993). Since the
Streptomyces genome is very GC rich (approximately 73%), the codons devoid of G or C
residues are very rare. Codons with an A or T at the third position are extremely rare in
Streptomyces open reading frames (Wright and Bibb 1992). bldA was the first bld mutant
discovered (Hopwood 1967). bldA mutations were found to be localized to the gene that
encodes the tRNA recognizing the UUA codon, which is one of the rarest in Streptomyces
genomes (Wright and Bibb 1992, Li et al. 2007). bldA makes an effective growth-phase
regulator for genes that have a TTA codon because it is not processed to a mature tRNA
initially until late during growth, and shows a temporal pattern of accumulation, at least under
certain physiological conditions (Leskiw et al. 1993, Trepanier et al. 1997). To date all
TTA-containing genes in the model organism Streptomyces coelicolor have been
characterized and compared with TTA-containing genes presented in other sequenced
Streptomyces genomes (Hesketh et al. 2007, Li et al. 2007, Chandra and Chater 2008). TTA
codons were selectively excluded from genes that encode essential functions so that bldA
mutations have little effect on vegetative growth. However, TTA codons are often involved in
gene clusters for secondary metabolism, typically present in regulatory genes for antibiotics
biosynthesis (Leskiw et al. 1991, Li et al. 2007). Most TTA-containing genes are found to be
11

species-specific (Chandra and Chater 2008). However, some TTA-containing genes show
only partial or no apparent dependence on bldA regulation, for example, the regulatory gene
ccaR in Streptomyces clavuligerus and S. coelicolor (Trepanier et al. 2002). This phenomenon
may due to mistranslation of TTA codonsby other tRNA species (Trepanier et al. 2002).
Interestingly, a single TTA codon is present in the S. ipomoeae ipomicin structural gene, ipoA,
and is thus a potential target for bldA regulation (Zhang et al. 2003).
This dissertation will report the results of my studies of two aspects of Streptomyces
research: conjugation mechanisms involving linear versus circular plasmids, and
characterization of expression of S. ipomoeae interstrain inhibitors. In Chapter Two, I will
further characterize the pIJ101 clt locus by identifying the most critical base determinants of
clt through PCR-based mutagenesis. I will also compare the transfer frequencies of
clt-containing circular and linear plamids promoted by pIJ101 Tra in various S. lividans
strains. My data suggest that the Tra protein of circular plasmid pIJ101 shows specificity for
circularly configured plasmids. In Chapter Three, I will elucidate the expression
characteristics of the S. ipomoeae group III inhibitor ipomicin, and give evidence that
temporal production of ipomicin is regulated by bldA-dependent translation of the rare TTA
codon in the S. ipomoeae ipoA gene and that ipomicin stably accumulates in the extracellular
environment. Previous studies have shown that ipoA gene is not only present but also
transcribed in certain susceptible S. ipomoeae group I and II strains (Schully 2005). As
reported in Chapter Four, I found that an apparently inactive form of ipomicin protein is
produced in most members of susceptible strains. Mutations have been identified in ipoA gene
of the few strains that don’t produce ipomicin. In Chapter Four, I will also describe the
expression characteristics of of the S. ipomoeae group II inhibitor.
12
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CHAPTER TWO:
THE TRANSFER GENE OF A CIRCULAR STREPTOMYCES PLASMID SHOWS
SPECIFICITY FOR THE CIRCULAR CONFIGURATION
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INTRODUCTION
The morphologically differentiating gram-positive bacterial genus Streptomyces features
a complex life cycle comprised of three consecutive stages. The first stage is the vegetative
substrate mycelium, which occurs as tangled masses of multi-genomic hyphae. As nutrients
become scarce, growth is directed upward as branching aerial mycelia, which eventually
differentiate into spores. Streptomyces species produce thousands of antibiotics, which are
valued in medicine, agriculture, and as unique biochemical tools (Charter 1993).
During the vegetative growth stage, Streptomyces mycelia can mobilize genetic
information by plasmid-mediated conjugation. Conjugation in Streptomyces invokes a unique
mechanism involving few plasmid-encoded loci by an as yet uncharacterized intercellular
route (Hopwood and Kieser 1993). For example, the efficient self-transmission of the
8,830-bp circular double-stranded Streptomyces lividans plasmid pIJ101 only requires the
pIJ101 tra gene, which encodes a 70-kDa membrane-associated Tra protein (Kendall and
Cohen 1987, Pettis and Cohen 1996), and a cis-acting locus of transfer termed clt, which is
mapped to a 145-bp segment of pIJ101 (Pettis and Cohen 1994). The Tra protein shows
significant homology to other bacterial proteins (i.e., SpoIIIE and FtsK) that function in
intracellular translocation of double-stranded DNA in Bacillus subtilis (Wu et al. 1995) and
Escherichia coli (Begg et al. 1995), respectively. Unlike single-stranded DNA transfer in
unicellular bacteria, Streptomyces plasmid transfer proteins appear to mediate conjugal
transfer of double-stranded DNA molecules (Pozzoz et al. 2001, Ducote and Pettis 2006). The
membrane Tra protein may act as a pump to transport DNA across the cell envelope
(Grohmann et al. 2003).
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The cis-acting clt locus is also necessary for efficient conjugal transfer of pIJ101. The
absence of clt results in a reduction of plasmid transfer approximately 40-fold to 700-fold
(Pettis and Cohen 1994, Pettis and Prakash 1999, Ducote et al. 2000). The role of clt in
conjugation is still unclear. It may represent a binding site for Tra (Reuther et al. 2006). The
minimal and contributing sequence determinants of the pIJ101 clt were identified as a 54-bp
segment which contains three direct repeats (DR) and one imperfect inverted repeat (IR) as
shown in Fig. 2.1 (Ducote et al. 2000). A previous deletion analysis revealed that both IR and
DR sequences are essential for clt transfer function. However, deletions of the IR portion
reduced transfer significantly more than deletions of the DR portion, which suggested that the
IR is the most important functional region of clt (Ducote et al. 2000). In this chapter, to
understand better the role of clt in plasmid transfer, detailed site-specific mutagenesis was
done to define specific positions within the IR region that are critical for plasmid transfer.

FIG 2.1. pIJ101 clt Sequence map. The minimal clt locus is 54-bp in size. Small arrows
below the sequence indicate the location and direction of one set of imperfect inverted repeats
(IR), and three direct repeats (DR).

The members of Streptomyces have linear chromosomes (Lin et al. 1993), as well as
linear plasmids (Sakaguchi 1990), most of which are also conjugative (Hopwood and Kieser
1993). Streptomyces linear chromosomes and plasmids both have the telomeres at the ends
with terminal inverted repeats sequences, and a terminal protein, which is covalently linked to
the 5' ends (Chen et al. 1993, Lin et al. 1993, Bao and Cohen 2001). To date very little is
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known about the mechanism of conjugal transfer of linear DNA molecules in Streptomyces. A
SpoIIIE/FtsK homologue encoded by linear conjugative plasmid SLP2 functions in mediating
conjugal transfer of not only linear SLP2 itself (Huang et al. 2003) but also its artificially
circularized derivatives (Xu et al. 2006). On the other hand, the Tra protein of circular
plasmid pIJ101 can promote the transfer of linear chromosomal DNA during conjugation, a
phenomenon termed Cma for chromosome mobilizing ability (Kieser et al. 1982, Pettis and
Cohen 1994). How does the transfer of the linear chromosome proceed using the transfer
system of a circular plasmid? Do they involve a similar transfer process? To address these
questions, clt was cloned onto a transfer-defective derivative of linear plasmid pSLA2,
pQC179 (Qin et al. 2003), which had been modified so that two chromosomal telomeres were
present at the ends, in order to obtain pSCON223 (Fig. 2.2 A and B). The transfer frequencies
of circular and linear forms of pQC179 and pSCON223 have been determined and compared.
In this chapter, I show that linear replicons containing clt could not be transferred in linear
form by the pIJ101 Tra protein. However, the same linear DNA molecules could be
transferred in linear form from strains containing SLP2. My results indicate a difference in the
mechanisms of conjugation of circular versus linear DNA may exist in Streptomyces, since the
Tra protein of circular plasmid pIJ101 shows specificity for the circular configuration.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial Strains, Plasmids, and General Methods
E. coli and S. lividans strains, and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 2.1. To
create S. lividans JW1, pSCON331, a derivative of integrative vector pSET152 (Bierman et al.
1992) with the pIJ101 korA and tra genes, was introduced into the S. lividans wild-type
strain1326 by transformation so that korA and tra would be integrated into the chromosome.
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TABLE 2.1. Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study.
Strain/plasmid
E. coli strains
BRL2288

S. lividans
strains
1326

Relevant genotype or descriptiona

Source/
references

Host for cloning; recA56 derivative of MC1061 [FaraD139 ∆(ara-leu)7679 ∆lacX74 galU galK hsdR2
(rk-mk-) mcrB1 rpsL]

GIBCO BRL

Wild type, SLP2+, SLP3+

Hopwood et
al. 1983
Huang et al.
2003; kindly
provided by
Chen, C. W.
Huang et al.
2003; kindly
provided by
Chen, C. W.
Huang et al.
2003; kindly
provided by
Chen, C. W.
This study

98-10

Derivative of ZX7(SLP2) (Zhou et al. 1988, Chen et al.
1993) containing SLP2 (Chen et al. 1993) with the ttrA
gene on the chromosome disrupted by tsr

98-11

Derivative of ZX7(SLP2) (Zhou et al. 1988, Chen et al.
1993) with the ttrA gene on both the chromosome and
SLP2 disrupted by tsr

98-50

Derivative of TK64 (Hopwood et al. 1983) containing
SLP2 on which the ttrA gene on SLP2 was disrupted by
tsr

JW1

Derivative of 1326 with the chromosomal copy of pIJ101
tra and korA genes
Derivative of 98-10 with the chromosomal copy of pIJ101
tra and korA genes
Derivative of 98-11 with the chromosomal copy of pIJ101
tra and korA genes
Derivative of 98-50 with the chromosomal copy of pIJ101
tra and korA genes
Spc-1

JW10
JW11
JW50
TK23
TK23.42

Plasmids
pGSP149
pGSP238

pGSP260-∆60
R∆30L

Derivative of TK23 with the chromosomal copy of pIJ101
tra and korA genes

Derivative of pIJ350 with pSP72 at the PstI site (bla gene
transcribed in same direction as rep gene of pIJ101)
pBluescript II SK+ (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) with the
3.3-kb fspI region of pIJ101 containing korA and tra
cloned as a BamHI fragment at this site in the vector
pSP72 with the 54-bp minimal clt region
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This study
This study
This study
Kieser et al.
2000
Pettis and
Cohen 1994

Pettis and
Cohen 1994
Ducote et al.
2006
Ducote et al.
2000

TABLE 2.1 continued
pGSP354
Clt+ derivative of pGSP149
pIJ350
pHYG1

Conjugally deficient TsrR deletion derivative of pIJ101
lacking all known transfer functions
Conjugally deficient HygR deletion derivative of pIJ101
lacking all known transfer functions

Ducote et al.
2000
Kieser et al.
1982
Kendall and
Cohen 1987

pOJ260

AmR E. coli- Streptomyces shuttle vector

pQC179

TsR derivative of pSLA2 with two copies of chromosomal
telomeres of S. lividans

pSCON75

pSCON126
pSCON127
pSCON128
pSCON129

Derivative of pSP72 with the aadA gene
(spectinomycin/streptomycin adenyltransferase)
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6936-6937 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with TT
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6936-6937 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with GG
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6936-6937 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with AA
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6936-6937 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with AC
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6936-6937 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with CT
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6936-6937 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with TC
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6936-6937 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with CT
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6936-6937 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with GA
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6936-6937 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with TA
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6936-6937 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with AT
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6936-6937 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with CG
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6936-6937 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with CA
pSCON114 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON115 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON116 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON117 with pIJ350 at the PstI site

This study
This study
This study
This study

pSCON130
pSCON131

pSCON118 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON119 with pIJ350 at the PstI site

This study
This study

pSCON114
pSCON115
pSCON116
pSCON117
pSCON118
pSCON119
pSCON120
pSCON121
pSCON122
pSCON123
pSCON124
pSCON125
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Bierman et al.
1992
Qin et al.
2003; kindly
provided by
Qin, Z.
Schully, 2005
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

TABLE 2.1 continued
pSCON132
pSCON120 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON133
pSCON121 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON134
pSCON122 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON135
pSCON123 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON136
pSCON124 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON137
pSCON125 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON146
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with GG
pSCON147
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with AT
pSCON148
pSCON149
pSCON150
pSCON158
pSCON159
pSCON160
pSCON161
pSCON162
pSCON163
pSCON164
pSCON165
pSCON166
pSCON167
pSCON168
pSCON169
pSCON171
pSCON172
pSCON173
pSCON174
pSCON175
pSCON176
pSCON177
pSCON178

pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with CC
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with TT
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with GT
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with CG
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with CT
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with TA
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with AG
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with AC
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with TG
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with TC
pSCON146 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON147 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON148 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON149 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON150 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON158 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON159 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON160 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON161 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON162 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON163 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON164 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6940-6941 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with CG
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This study
This study
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This study
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TABLE 2.1 continued
pSCON179
pGSP260∆60∆30 with nt 6940-6941 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with GT
pSCON180
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6940-6941 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with CT
pSCON181
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6940-6941 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with TC
pSCON182
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6940-6941 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with AG
pSCON183
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6940-6941 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with GG
pSCON184
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6940-6941 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with AC
pSCON185
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6940-6941 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with GA
pSCON186
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6940-6941 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with AA
pSCON187
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6940-6941 of pIJ101 GC
substituted with AT
pSCON188
pSCON178 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON189
pSCON179 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON190
pSCON180 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON191
pSCON181 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON192
pSCON182 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON193
pSCON183 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON194
pSCON184 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON195
pSCON185 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON196
pSCON186 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON197
pSCON187 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON222
pOJ260 with the ~125-bp EcoRI-PvuII fragment of
pGSP∆60R∆30L containing pIJ101 clt region cloned as
an EcoRI cassette at the EcoRI site
pSCON223
Clt+ derivative of pQC179 with the clt region as the
EcoRI fragment of pSCON222 at the EcoRI site (Fig. 2.2
A and B)
pSCON229
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6950-6951 of pIJ101 CC
substituted with CA
pSCON230
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6950-6951 of pIJ101 CC
substituted with TA
pSCON231
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6950-6951 of pIJ101 CC
substituted with GT
pSCON232
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6950-6951 of pIJ101 CC
substituted with CT
pSCON233
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6950-6951 of pIJ101 CC
substituted with AA
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This study
This study
This study
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This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
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This study
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TABLE 2.1 continued
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6950-6951 of pIJ101 CC
pSCON234
substituted with AG
pSCON235
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6950-6951 of pIJ101 CC
substituted with GC
pSCON236
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6950-6951 of pIJ101 CC
substituted with AC
pSCON237
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6950-6951 of pIJ101 CC
substituted with GG
pSCON238
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6950-6951 of pIJ101 CC
substituted with AT
pSCON239
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6931-6932 of pIJ101 GG
substituted with GA
pSCON240
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6931-6932 of pIJ101 GG
substituted with CG
pSCON241
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6931-6932 of pIJ101 GG
substituted with CT
pSCON242
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6931-6932 of pIJ101 GG
substituted with TT
pSCON243
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6931-6932 of pIJ101 GG
substituted with AG
pSCON244
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6931-6932 of pIJ101 GG
substituted with GC
pSCON245
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with nt 6931-6932 of pIJ101 GG
substituted with GT
pSCON250
pSCON229 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON251
pSCON230 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON252
pSCON231 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON253
pSCON232 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON254
pSCON233 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON255
pSCON234 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON256
pSCON235 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON257
pSCON236 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON258
pSCON237 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON259
pSCON238 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON268
pSCON239 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON269
pSCON240 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON270
pSCON241 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON271
pSCON242 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON272
pSCON243 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON273
pSCON244 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON274
pSCON245 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON295
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with ATGCAT (NsiI) linker insert
between nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101
pSCON296
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with ATGCAT (NsiI) linker insert
between nt 6942-6943 of pIJ101
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TABLE 2.1 continued
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with ATGCAT (NsiI) linker insert
pSCON297
between nt 6940-6941 of pIJ101
pSCON298
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with ATGCAT (NsiI) linker insert
between nt 6938-6939 of pIJ101
pSCON299
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with ATGCAT (NsiI) linker insert
between nt 6936-6937 of pIJ101
pSCON300
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with ATGCAT (NsiI) linker insert
between nt 6934-6935 of pIJ101
pSCON301
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with ATGCAT (NsiI) linker insert
between nt 6932-6933 of pIJ101
pSCON302
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with ATGCAT (NsiI) linker insert
between nt 6930-6931 of pIJ101
pSCON303
pGSP260∆60R∆30L with ATGCAT (NsiI) linker insert
between nt 6928-6929 of pIJ101
pSCON304
pSCON295 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON305
pSCON296 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON306
pSCON297 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON307
pSCON298 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON308
pSCON299 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON309
pSCON300 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON310
pSCON301 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON311
pSCON302 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON312
pSCON303 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON318
pSCON123 with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC substituted
with AT
pSCON319
pSCON124 with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC substituted
with CG
pSCON320
pSCON121 with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC substituted
with TC
pSCON321
pSCON119 with nt 6944-6945 of pIJ101 GC substituted
with GA
pSCON322
pSCON318 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON323
pSCON319 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON324
pSCON320 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON325
pSCON321 with pIJ350 at the PstI site
pSCON331

pSCON334

pSCON335

pSET152 with the 3-kb XbaI fragment of pGSP238
containing pIJ101 korA and tra genes cloned at the XbaI
site
pQC179 with the 6.2-kb MluI pSLA2 replicon region and
the 1.8-kb EcoRI-MluI tsr region replaced by the PCR
amplified aadA gene at the EcoRI-MluI sites b
SpcR StrR derivative of pQC179; pSCON334 with the
6.2-kb MluI region of pQC179 cloned at the MluI site
(MluI region in the same orientation as pQC179)
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TABLE 2.1 continued
pSCON337
pOJ260 with ~150-bp BglII-PvuII fragment of
pSCON124 at the BamHI-EcoRV sites
pSCON338
pOJ260 with ~150-bp BglII-PvuII fragment of
pSCON136 at the BamHI-EcoRV sites
pSCON339
pOJ260 with ~150-bp BglII-PvuII fragment of
pSCON158 at the BamHI-EcoRV sites
pSCON340
pOJ260 with ~150-bp BglII-PvuII fragment of
pSCON171 at the BamHI-EcoRV sites
pSCON342
pQC179 with ~150-bp EcoRI fragment of pSCON337 at
the EcoRI site.
pSCON343
pQC179 with ~150-bp EcoRI fragment of pSCON338 at
the EcoRI site.
pSCON344
pQC179 with ~150-bp EcoRI fragment of pSCON339 at
the EcoRI site.
pSCON345
pQC179 with ~150-bp EcoRI fragment of pSCON340 at
the EcoRI site.
pSCON346
Clt+ derivative of pSCON335 with the clt region as the
EcoRI fragment of pSCON222 at the EcoRI site (Fig. 2.2
C)
pSET152
AmR, replicative in E. coli, C31-derived integration
vector
pSP72
ApR E. coli plasmid cloning vector

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

Bierman et
al.1992
Promega
Corp.,
Madison, WI
R
R
R
R
R
R
a. Am , Ap , Hyg , Ts , Spc , Str designate apramycin-, ampicillin-, hygromycin-,
thiostrepton-, spectinomycin-, and streptomycin-resistance, respectively.
b. DNA fragment containing the aadA gene was PCR amplified as described in Materials
and Methods.

S. lividans JW10, JW11, and JW50 were created with the same method by introduction of
pSCON331 into the S. lividans strains 98-10, 98-11, and 98-50 (Huang et al. 2003),
respectively. The strains were confirmed by western blotting of KorA (Tai and Cohen 1994)
and Tra (Pettis and Cohen 1996) in cell extracts as previously described.
Cloning was performed according to the standard procedures described (Sambrook et al.
1989). All restriction enzymes and T4 ligase were purchased from New England Biolabs
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A

B

C

FIG. 2.2. Physical maps of pSCON223 in (A) circular and (B) linear forms, and (C)
pSCON346 in linear form. Telomere ends are derived from the S. lividans chromosome (Chr)
and are indicated by unfilled arrowheads and TPs are indicated by solid balls. tsr,
thiostrepton-resistance gene; aadA, spectinomycin-streptomycin adenytransferase gene; melC,
melanin gene.
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except Asp718 (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN). A GeneClean Spin Kit (MP
Biomedicals, Solon, OH) was used to clean and purify DNA fragments after enzymatic
reactions or PCRs according to the manufacturer's instructions. All PCR was performed as
described previously (Pettis et al. 2001), along with the relevant primers and templates as
described below. Primers were designed by using the Primer Design, version2 program
(Scientific and Educational Software. Cary, NC), and were synthesized by Sigma-Genosys
(The Woodlands, TX).
In order to construct the spectinomycin/streptomycin-resistant (SpcR/StrR) derivative of
pQC179, PCR was performed to amplify a 1-kb fragment containing the aadA gene by using
the primers 5aadARI (5’-TTTTTGAATTCCGAACGCAGCGGTGGTA-3’), and aadAMluI
(5’-TTTTTACGC GTTATGTGCTTAGTGCATC-3’), along with plasmid pSCON75 (Schully
2005) as template. The product was digested with EcoRI and MluI, and ligated to the 4.8-kb
EcoRI-MluI fragment of pQC179 to create pSCON334. Then the 6.2-kb MluI fragment of
pQC179 was ligated to pSCON334 at the MluI site to create pSCON335. Single or double
base clt mutations and linker scanner clt mutations were constructed by PCR target
mutagenesis. The mutagenic primers used are listed in Table 2.2. A 154-bp DNA fragment
containing various mutated versions of clt was generated by using a single mutagenic primer,
along with universal Sp6 primer (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) and template
pGSP260∆60R∆30L. The PCR products were digested with Asp718 and PstI, and then
ligated to pSP72 at these sites. Individual clt mutations were identified by DNA sequencing.
The resulting plasmids containing mutated clt were cloned onto the transfer-defective
streptomycete vector pIJ350 (Kieser et al. 1982) at the PstI site.
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Table 2.2. The mutagenic primers used in this study to construct single or double base clt
mutation, and linker scanner clt mutation clones. The mutated positions are indicated as bold.
Plasmid

Sequence

cltmut1

5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCGCGCGCACNNGTA
GGGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCNNGCGCACGCGTA
GGGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCGCGCNNACGCGTA
GGGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCNNTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTA
GGGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAN
NGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCATGCGCACATGTAG
GGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCCGGCGCACCGGTA
GGGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCTCGCGCACGAGTAG
GGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCGAGCGCACTCGTAG
GGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCGATGCATCGCGCA
CGAGTAGGGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCGCGATGCATCGCA
CGAGTAGGGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCGCGCGATGCATCA
CGAGTAGGGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCGCGCGCAATGCAT
CGAGTAGGGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCGCGCGCACGATGC
ATAGTAGGGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCGCGCGCACGAGAT
GCATTAGGGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCGCGCGCACGAGTAA
TGCATGGGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCGCGCGCACGAGTA
GGATGCATGCCCCCTC-3’
5’-GAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCCCTCGCGCGCGCACGAGTA
GGGCATGCATCCCCTC-3’

cltmut2
cltmut3
cltmut4
cltmut5
cltmut6
cltmut7
cltmut8
cltmut9
cltLS1
cltLS2
cltLS3
cltLS4
cltLS5
cltLS6
cltLS7
cltLS8
cltLS9
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Chemical transformation of E. coli was performed as described (Sambrook et al. 1989).
E. coli strains were cultured on Luria-Bertani (LB) agar or grown in LB broth (Sambrook et al.
1989). Ampicillin was used at 50 µg per ml-1, and apramycin was used at 200 µg per ml-1 to
select for plasmids in E. coli. Protoplast transformation of S. lividans was performed using R5
agar according to the method described by Kieser et al. 2000. Transformants colonies of S.
lividans were excised and patched onto Streptomyces ipomoeae growth agar (SIGA) (Clark et
al. 1998) as previously described (Pettis et al. 2001). Liquid cultures of S. lividans were
grown in yeast extract-malt extract (YEME) media (Kieser et al. 2000) at 30°C. Antibiotics
used for appropriate selection of strains or plasmids in S. lividans were included at the
following concentrations: thiostrepton, 50 µg per ml-1 in solid media or 5 µg per ml-1 in liquid
media; hygromycin, 200 µg per ml-1 in solid media or 20 µg per ml-1 in liquid media;
spectinomycin, 400 µg per ml-1; streptomycin, 30 µg per ml-1; and apramycin, 50 µg per ml-1
in both solid and liquid media (Kieser et al. 2000). Mating assays were performed and
quantified as described previously (Pettis and Cohen 1994). All mating assays consisted of at
least 4 independent trials.
DNA Manipulations
Plasmid DNA from S. lividans was isolated using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA) using the modifications for gram-positives suggested by the
manufacturer. Total DNA preparation from S. lividans was performed based on Qin et al. 1998
with modifications. Briefly, cells were collected from 10 ml liquid cultures, and following
resuspension and lysozyme treatment, proteinase K and SDS were added as described and
incubated at 37°C until lysis was complete. Following phenol/chloroform extraction in the
original method, RnaseA was added to 50µg/ml and the mixture was incubated at 37°C for 30
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min to remove RNA contamination. Phenol/chloroform extraction was repeated several times
until no more interphase appeared. A 0.1 volume aliquot of 3M sodium acetate (pH 5.2) and
0.6 volumes of isopropanol were added. After gentle mixing, the visible wad of DNA was
removed using a bent pastour pipette, washed with 70% ethanol and finally dissolved in 500
µl of TE. The configuration (linear or circular) of plasmid in total DNA was confirmed with
digestions of exonuclease III and λ exonuclease (New England Biolabs) as described (Qin et
al. 2003).
DNA Sequencing
To check the double or single base substitution clt mutations, relevant DNA fragments
were cloned within the polylinker of pSP72 as described above, and used as templates.
Universal Sp6 or T7 (New England Biolabs) was used as primer. To verify the circularity of
pSCON223 plasmid recovered from transconjugants in matings involving TK23.42 donors,
primer tsr1 (5’-GCGGATGGCTGCCCTGAC-3’), which is complementary to the tsr gene at
its 3’ end was utilized, and mini-preparations of plasmid DNA from transconjugants were
used as templates. PCR sequencing reactions were performed by using a BigDye Terminator
v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) as described (Qin and
Cohen 1998).
Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophoresis
Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) was performed in a CHEF DR® III system
(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Preparation of mycelial plugs of S. lividans, and PFGE of the intact
genomic DNA in plugs were performed as described (Kers et al. 2005) except using a 6V/cm
voltage gradient and switch times ramped from 1-12 s at 12°C for 15 hours. The low range
PFG marker (New England Biolabs) was used as size marker. Southern blot analysis was
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performed as described previously (Grau et al. 2008), except that templates specific for tsr
and aadA genes were generated by digestion and isolation of the EcoI-MluI fragments of
pQC179 and pSCON335 respectively. Autoradiography of the finished radioactive blots was
performed with Hyperfilm MP (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ) at -70°C.
RESULTS
Identifying the Most Critical Base Determinants of clt Function
Previous deletions of the clt locus suggested that the IR region appears to be the most
important functional unit (Ducote et al. 2000) and raised a question as to whether the dyad
symmetry of the IR region per se is essential for clt transfer function. To characterize the clt
locus more precisely, single or double base pair IR mutations were generated by PCR using
the mutagenic primers described in the Materials and Methods, and the transfer frequencies of
the resulting clones were examined by mating assay. As shown in Table 2.3, a number of base
alterations in the right arm of the IR appeared to severely reduce or effectively eliminate clt
transfer function. Single base mutations in the right arm reduced clt function by up to
100-fold (Table 2.3, pSCON133), while double base substitutions reduced clt function by as
much as 1000-fold (Table 2.3, pSCON136). Meanwhile, most of the mutations in the left arm
and between the two arms of the IR or within the IR did not appear to affect transfer
frequency as much. A notable exception was clone pSCON188 (Table 2.3), which has a GC to
CG change between the two arms of the IR that resulted in an approximate 150-fold reduction
in transfer function. If clt functions as a binding site for Tra protein prior to plasmid transfer,
then the exceedingly low transfer frequencies of certain clones (i.e., pSCON136, pSCON137,
and pSCON188 all transferred at frequencies well below that of pGSP149) may be the result
of specific though unproductive interaction of Tra with these clt alleles.
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TABLE 2.3. Transfer frequencies of 54-bp minimal clt alleles mutated in the IR region.
The clt IR region sequence is shown with the specific inverted repeat sequence indicated by
the arrows. For each clt mutant clone the mutated alleles are indicated (bold and underlined).
The clones were constructed through PCR-based mutagenesis as described in Materials and
Methods. Transfer frequencies were determined as described in Materials and Methods.
Plasmid

IR region sequence
CCTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGG

Transfer
Frequency (%)

pGSP354 (WT)

CCTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGG

18.3 ± 7.17

pGSP149

No clt

0.342 ± 0.392

pSCON133

CCTCGCGCGCGCACGAGTAGG

0.214 ± 0.0280

pSCON127

CCTCGCGCGCGCACCCGTAGG

2.19 ± 0.255

pSCON131

CCTCGCGCGCGCACTCGTAGG

0.402 ± 0.0982

pSCON129

CCTCGCGCGCGCACACGTAGG

1.32 ± 0.380

pSCON126

CCTCGCGCGCGCACTTGTAGG

0.651 ± 0.401

pSCON128

CCTCGCGCGCGCACAAGTAGG

0.515 ± 0.130

pSCON130

CCTCGCGCGCGCACCTGTAGG

0.873 ± 0.519

pSCON132

CCTCGCGCGCGCACAGGTAGG

0.268 ± 0.0179

pSCON134

CCTCGCGCGCGCACTAGTAGG

0.683 ± 0.317

pSCON135

CCTCGCGCGCGCACATGTAGG

0.635 ± 0.135

pSCON136

CCTCGCGCGCGCACCGGTAGG

0.0181 ± 0.0180

pSCON137

CCTCGCGCGCGCACTGGTAGG

0.0484 ± 0.0373

pSCON165

CCTCGCGGGCGCACGCGTAGG

6.23 ± 1.46

pSCON167

CCTCGCCCGCGCACGCGTAGG

3.93 ± 1.07

pSCON169

CCTCGCGTGCGCACGCGTAGG

4.42 ± 1.42

pSCON175

CCTCGCACGCGCACGCGTAGG

1.48 ± 0.0545

pSCON177

CCTCGCTCGCGCACGCGTAGG

1.05 ± 0.239

pSCON166

CCTCGCATGCGCACGCGTAGG

1.59 ± 0.409

pSCON168

CCTCGCTTGCGCACGCGTAGG

0.394 ± 0.167

pSCON171

CCTCGCCGGCGCACGCGTAGG

1.19 ± 0.202

pSCON172

CCTCGCCTGCGCACGCGTAGG

1.56 ± 0.269

pSCON173

CCTCGCTAGCGCACGCGTAGG

1.03 ± 0.0983

pSCON174

CCTCGCAGGCGCACGCGTAGG

3.53 ± 1.13

pSCON176

CCTCGCTGGCGCACGCGTAGG

1.03 ± 0.110
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TABLE 2.3 continued
pSCON189

CCTCGCGCGCGTACGCGTAGG

3.00 ± 1.40

pSCON193

CCTCGCGCGCGGACGCGTAGG

1.604 ± 0.271

pSCON195

CCTCGCGCGCGAACGCGTAGG

1.92 ± 0.444

pSCON191

CCTCGCGCGCTCACGCGTAGG

6.79 ± 0.596

pSCON194

CCTCGCGCGCACACGCGTAGG

9.71 ± 0.0865

pSCON188

CCTCGCGCGCCGACGCGTAGG

0.128 ± 0.0576

pSCON190

CCTCGCGCGCCTACGCGTAGG

9.71 ± 0.748

pSCON192

CCTCGCGCGCAGACGCGTAGG

1.79 ± 0.156

pSCON196

CCTCGCGCGCAAACGCGTAGG

0.830 ± 0.0795

pSCON197

CCTCGCGCGCATACGCGTAGG

1.86 ± 0.375

pSCON250

CATCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGG

6.65 ± 5.22

pSCON256

GCTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGG

3.33 ± 1.30

pSCON257

ACTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGG

5.00 ± 1.73

pSCON251

TATCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGG

26.42 ± 5.17

pSCON252

GTTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGG

0.442 ± 0.129

pSCON254

AATCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGG

2.16 ± 1.58

pSCON255

AGTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGG

11.0 ± 6.24

pSCON258

GGTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGG

2.07 ± 0.874

pSCON259

ATTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGG

28.0 ± 1.13

pSCON268

CCTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGA

11.7 ± 5.65

pSCON273

CCTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGC

6.43 ± 0.102

pSCON274

CCTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGT

32.6 ± 6.40

pSCON269

CCTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTACG

12.4 ± 1.49

pSCON272

CCTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAAG

13.5 ± 1.00

pSCON270

CCTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTACT

0.909 ± 0.159

pSCON271

CCTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTATT

7.10 ± 1.47

pSCON322

CCTCGCATGCGCACATGTAGG

0.533 ± 0.133

pSCON323

CCTCGCCGGCGCACCGGTAGG

0.339 ± 0.0220

pSCON324

CCTCGCTCGCGCACGAGTAGG

0.743 ± 0.0347

pSCON325

CCTCGCGAGCGCACTCGTAGG

4.34 ± 0.992
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As a further test of whether the dyad symmetry per se of the IR region is important for
the clt function, mutations were generated in the left arm of the IR that were complementory
to those already present in the right arm (i.e., in pSCON131, pSCON133, pSCON135 and
pSCON136) in order to determine if restoration of dyad symmetry improved clt function. Of
the four resulting clones (pSCON322, pSCON323, pSCON324, pSCON325), only
pSCON325 appeared to show obvious increase in transfer function. Additionally, mutagenesis
of the IR region was performed by inserting a NsiI linker at a number of positions and then
determining the resulting affect on clt function. As shown in Table 2.4, the insertions at the
positions in the middle of two arms and in the right arm reduced clt transfer function most
(e.g., pSCON306, pSCON309, and pSCON310). Taken together, these results suggest that
sequences within the right arm and extending to within the two arms are the most important
region for clt transfer function.
Linear DNA Molecules Not Transferred in Linear Form from TK23.42
To investigate whether the pIJ101 Tra protein can mediate efficient conjugal transfer of a
linear replicon containing the pIJ101 minimal clt locus, we inserted clt into pQC179 (Qin et al.
2003) to obtain pSCON223, which could replicate in either circular or linear mode in S.
lividans as shown in Fig.2.2 A and B. The transfer frequencies of circular and linear forms of
pQC179 and pSCON223 were determined by a previously described mating assay (Pettis and
Cohen 1994, Pettis and Cohen 1996). The donor strain TK23.42 contains a chromosomally
inserted copy of the pIJ101 tra gene and its regulation gene korA (Stein et al. 1989), and the
TK23 recipient strain contains a hygromycin-resistant selective marker in the form of the
transfer defective plasmid pHYG1 (Kendall and Cohen 1987). When covalently closed
circular (CCC) pQC179 or pSCON223, both carrying a thiostrepton-resistant selective marker,
were introduced into S. lividans TK23.42 by transformation using this method, we found that
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TABLE 2.4. Transfer frequencies of linker scanner mutants in the IR region of pIJ101
clt locus. The clt IR region sequence is shown and the IR is indicated (arrow) below. For each
clt linker scanner mutant clone, the insertion positions of Nsi I linker (ATGCAT) are indicated
by arrows. From left to Right: pSCON304, pSCON305, pSCON306, pSCON307, pSCON308,
pSCON309, pSCON310, pSCON311, pSCON312. The clones were constructed through
PCR-based mutagenesis as described in Materials and Methods. Transfer frequencies were
determined as described in Materials and Methods.

Nsi I site (ATGCAT)

CCTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGGGCCCCCTC
IR
Plasmid

Transfer Frequency (%)

pGSP354 (WT)

15.6 ± 1.08

pGSP149 (no clt)

0.0369 ± 0.0151

pSCON304

0.801 ± 0.0201

pSCON305

0.906 ± 0.121

pSCON306

0.0140 ± 0.00403

pSCON307

0.619 ± 0.313

pSCON308

1.10 ± 0.0533

pSCON309

0.0768 ± 0.0380

pSCON310

0.570 ± 0.0300

pSCON311

1.64 ± 0.211

pSCON312

1.09 ± 0.0578

either circular or linear DNA molecules could be recovered from transformants (Fig. 2.3 A).
Donor spores harboring circular or linear pQC179 or pSCON223 and recipient spores were
mixed and spread onto nonselective MY (malt extract-yeast extract) agar (Pettis and Cohen
1994). For each mating, the resulting spores were collected after one cycle of growth, and
plasmid transfer frequencies were quantified as described previously (Pettis and Cohen 1994).
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Surprisingly, as shown in Table 2.5, circular pQC179, thought to be a transfer-defective clone,
transferred at a frequency (10.55%) not obviously lower than that seen for its Clt+ derivative
pSCON223 (10.49%). This result suggests that some component of pQC179 can complement
pIJ101 clt transfer function. However, the transfer frequencies of their linear counterparts
occurred at frequencies approximately 3 orders of magnitude lower (linear pQC179 at 0.011%;
pSCON223 at 0.013%). Thus, it appeared that the pIJ101 tra and clt functions could not
promote efficient DNA transfer of the linear plasmids.

TABLE 2.5. Transfer frequencies of linear versus circular pQC179 and pSCON223 from
S. lividans strains.a
Donors
Plasmidsb

Donor
Strains

Recipient

Transfer
Frequency (%)c

pQC179 C

TK23.42

TK23(pHYG1)

10.55d

pSCON223
C

TK23.42

TK23(pHYG1)

10.49d

pQC179 L

TK23.42

TK23(pHYG1)

0.011d

pSCON223 L TK23.42

TK23(pHYG1)

0.013d

pQC179 L

JW1

TK23(pHYG1)

1.13e

pSCON223 L

JW1

TK23(pHYG1)

78.27e

pQC179 C

TK23

TK23(pHYG1)

0f

TK23(pHYG1)
pSCON223
TK23
0f
C
a. Matings were performed and quantified as described in Pettis and Cohen 1994, Pettis and
Cohen 1996.
b. Plasmids in circular (C) or linear (L) form in the donors were confirmed by agarose gel
electrophoresis analysis of total DNA isolated from the donor cells as shown in Fig. 2.3 A.
c. Transfer frequency was determined as the ratio of transconjugants to donors multiplied by
100%.
d. Numbers are the average obtained from 16 independent matings.
e. Numbers are the average obtained from 6 independent matings.
f. Numbers are the average obtained from 4 independent matings.
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FIG. 2.3. Agarose gel electrophoresis analysis of total DNA in donors and
transconjugants. Mating assays were as described for Table 2.3. Total DNA was isolated
from each individual transconjugant. Two µg of either undigested DNA (U), DNA treated
with exonuclease III (III), or DNA treated with λ exonuclease (λ) were electrophoresed on a
0.7% agarose gel containing ethidium bromide at 45V for 4 h, visualized under UV light and a
digital image was recorded using an Eagle Eye II still video system (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA).
(A) The donor strain was TK23.42. The gel picture shows an example of pSCON223
observed as circular in transconjugants (CT). Linear donor (LD) and circular donor (CD) were
loaded as controls. pHYG1 isolate from TK23 was loaded as the other control. A 1-kb plus
DNA ladder (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was used as a size marker (M).
(B) The donor strain was JW1. Sample 1, pQC179-L1; sample 2, pQC179-L2; sample 3,
pSCON223-L3; and sample 4, pSCON223-L4. pHYG1 isolate from TK23 was loaded as a
control. A 1-kb plus DNA ladder was used as a size marker (M).
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To determine whether pQC179 or pSCON223 in the few transconjugants obtained were
still linear DNA molecules, plasmid DNA was isolated from individual transconjugants, and
examined by sequencing of the telomere region of the plasmids using a primer located at the
3’ end of the tsr gene (See Materials and Methods for details). Of all fifteen individual
transconjugants checked (i.e., twelve clones from nine independent linear pQC179 or
pSCON223 matings; three clones from three independent circular pQC179 or pSCON223
matings), DNA sequencing extended into the melC gene (data not shown), thus showing that
molecules examined were all circular (Fig. 2.2). Interestingly, of the twelve transconjugants
from linear donors, only one retained intact telomeres, seven others retained a partial telomere
region ranging from ~50-bp to ~150-bp, while the remaining four lost their entire telomere
sequences. Total loss of telomere region was also observed in two out of the three
transconjugants from circular donors, while the other one was intact. These results indicated
that the linear replicons had circularized probably in the donor at low frequencies, and then
transferred as circular DNA molecules. We also examined various transconjugants by
isolation of total DNA and treatment with exonuclease III and λ exonuclease followed by
agarose gel electrophoresis analysis. pQC179 or pSCON223 were observed as circular DNA
molecules in all transconjugants (Fig. 2.3 A). The results strongly suggest that these linear
DNA molecules could not be transferred in linear form by the pIJ01 tra and clt functions,
however, they may be circularized and transferred in circular form at low frequencies.
Linear DNA Molecules Do Transfer in Linear Form from JW1
The mating results for linear pQC179 and pSCON223 from donor TK23.42 contrasted
dramatically with those involving donor from S. lividans JW1, which is a derivative of
wild-type S. lividans strain 1326, which contains the pIJ101 tra and korA genes inserted into
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the chromosome, as well as the autonomous linear plasmid SLP2. As shown in Table 2.5, both
pQC179 and pSCON223 transferred at much greater frequencies from JW1 as compared to
TK23.42, and the transfer frequency of linear pSCON223 (78.27%) was about 70-fold greater
than that of linear pQC179 (1.13%).
Transconjugants from independent matings were examined by isolation of total DNA,
and treatment with exonuclease III and λ exonuclease, followed by agarose gel
electrophoresis (Fig. 2.3 B). For the linear pQC179 matings, two out of eight tranconjugants
examined were observed as circular DNA molecules (e.g., pQC179-L2). Neither circular nor
linear pQC179 replicon was observed in the other 6 transconjugants (e.g., pQC179-L1). This
latter result was probably because of recombination occurring between pQC179 and SLP2
before or during the transfer process since both molecules contain identical terminal
sequences (Huang et al. 2003, Qin et al. 2003). For the linear pSCON223 matings, six out of
eight clones were found to be linear (e.g., pSCON223-L3 and pSCON223-L4), and the other
two appeared to be circular. To investigate further the linear versus circular configuration of
these transconjugant plasmid molecules, pulse-field gel electrophoresis of intact
transconjugant plasmid molecules was performed (Fig. 2.4 A); subsequent Southern blotting
analysis using a tsr gene specific probe was then used to identify pQC179/pSCON223-related
molecules in the transconjugants. Donor cells containing linear pQC179 or pSCON223 were
included as controls. As expected, SLP2 and linear pQC179 or pSCON223 were present in the
donors (Fig. 2.4 A), and no recombination was detected between them (Fig. 2.4 B, LD lanes).
For the representative transconjugants, SLP2 appeared to have transferred in every case (Fig.
2.4 A). Meanwhile evidence in Fig. 2.4 B suggested that pQC179-L1 had recombined into
SLP2 either during or after transfer, while pQC179-L2 was confirmed to be present in
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transconjugants in a circular form, plasmid pSCON223-L3 appears to have transferred as a
linear molecule with no recombination with SLP2 being observed, and in the pSCON223-L4
transconjugant, both SLP2-recombined and linear version of pSCON223L4 were observed.
The results taken together show that linear DNA molecules appear to be transferred in linear
form from JW1, while they may also recombine with SLP2 as an alternative way to transfer.

FIG. 2.4. Configuration (i.e., linear, circular, or recombination with SLP2) of pQC179
versus pSCON223 in JW1 transconjugants.
(A) Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) of genomic DNA from transconjugants. PFGE
was performed as described in Materials and Methods. Samples 1, 2, 3, and 4 are the same as
indicated for Fig. 2.3B. Linear donors (LD) of pQC179 and pSCON223 were included as
controls. A low range PFG marker (New England Biolab) was used as a size marker (M).
(B) Southern blotting analysis of the pulsed-field gel to detect recombination. The gel in part
A was subjected to Southern blotting using a 32P-labeled tsr gene probe. The positions of
some bands of the size marker are as shown.
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SLP2 ttrA Gene Not Required for Transfer of Linear pSCON346 and pSCON335
Based on the data so far, a possible scenario for transfer of pSCON223 (and possibly
pQC179) as a linear molecule from strain JW1 was that transfer was mediated by tra and clt
of pIJ101 in conjunction with one or more essential functions provided by SLP2. It was
previously reported that the telomeric ends of SLP2 and the S. lividans chromosome share
15.4 kb of identical sequence including the ttrA gene (Bey et al. 2000, Huang et al. 2003), and
that the SLP2 copy of ttrA is required for transfer of SLP2, while both copies are necessary
for transfer of the chromosome during SLP2-mediated conjugation (Huang et al. 2003). To
investigate whether the ttrA gene is necessary for transfer of pQC179/pSCON223 plasmids
from strain JW1, pIJ101 tra and korA were inserted into the chromosomes of TtrA-defective
strains 98-10 (ttrA on the chromosome is defective), 98-11 (both the chromosomal and SLP2
copies of ttrA are defective), and 98-50 (SLP2 ttrA is defective) (Huang et al. 2003) to obtain
JW10, JW11, and JW50. Because these strains are all thiostrepton-resistant, the tsr gene on
pQC179 and pSCON223 was replaced with the aadA gene to create pSCON335 and
pSCON346 (Fig. 2.2 C), so that they confer spectinomycin and streptomycin resistance.
pSCON335 and pSCON346 were introduced into JW10, JW11, JW50, and JW1 (TtrA+
control) by transformation respectively, and linear replicons were identified in transformants
as described above. Matings were performed to determine the transfer frequencies of linear
pSCON335 and pSCON346 from the TtrA-defective strains to TK23 (pHYG1). As shown in
Table 2.6, the linear plasmids appeared to transfer efficiently from all strains, including JW11
and JW50, in which ttrA on SLP2 is defective (Huang et al. 2003). Since linear pSCON335
and pSCON346 appeared to transfer as well as or greater from TtrA-defective strains (JW10,
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Table 2.6. Transfer frequencies of linear pSCON335 and pSCON346 from TtrA defective
strains.a
Donor
Plasmidsb

Donor
Strains

Recipient

Transfer
Frequency (%)c

pSCON335

JW1

TK23(pHYG1)

1.99

pSCON346

JW1

TK23(pHYG1)

20.91

pSCON335

JW10

TK23(pHYG1)

52.78

pSCON346

JW10

TK23(pHYG1)

47.14

pSCON335

JW11

TK23(pHYG1)

56.06

pSCON346

JW11

TK23(pHYG1)

41.25

pSCON335

JW50

TK23(pHYG1)

19.02

47.95
pSCON346
JW50 TK23(pHYG1)
a. Matings were performed and quantified as described for Table 2.3.
b. Plasmids in linear form in the donors were confirmed as described for Table 2.3.
c. Transfer frequency was determined as the ratio of transconjugants to donors multiplied by
100%. All numbers are the average obtained from 4 independent matings.

JW11, and JW50) than from the TtrA+ strain JW1. The results strongly suggested that the ttrA
gene was not required for conjugation of these linear replicons.
pIJ101 Transfer Genes Are Not Responsible for Transfer of DNA Molecules in Linear
Form from JW1
As noted above, an approximate 70-fold difference was observed between the transfer
frequencies of pQC179 (clt-) and pSCON223 (clt+) in linear form when the donor strain was
JW1 (Table 2.5). However, though transfer frequency of linear pSCON346 was over 10-fold
greater than that of linear pSCON335 (clt-) from JW1, there was no obvious difference
between transfer frequencies of these two linear replicons from JW10, JW11 and JW50 (Table
2.6). The inconsistent results led us to test directly whether pIJ101 transfer components, tra
and clt, were responsible for transfer of linear DNA molecules in linear form from JW1.To
address this question, the clt regions of 4 IR mutants with reduced transfer function of
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approximately 1000-, 100-, 10-, and 2-fold (i.e., as shown in Table 2.3, these are the relative
transfer frequencies of pSCON136, pSCON188, pSCON171, and pSCON190, respectively),
were cloned onto pQC179. Matings of the linear replicons containing such clt mutations from
JW1 donors to TK23 (pHYG1) were performed, and independent matings of pQC179 and
pSCON223 in linear form were performed side by side as controls. As shown in Table 2.7,
transfer frequencies of the linear plasmids containing these clt mutations from JW1 ranged

TABLE 2.7. Transfer frequencies of clt mutants in circular versus linear plasmids.a

IR region sequence

Circular
Plasmids

Transfer
Frequency
(%)c

Linear
Plasmidsd

Transfer
Frequency
(%)e

CCTCGCGCGCGCACGCGTAGG

pGSP354

20.00

pSCON223

55.01

No clt

pGSP149

0.56

pQC179

1.08

CCTCGCGCGCGCACCGGTAGG

pSCON136

0.018

pSCON342

33.78

CCTCGCCGGCGCACGCGTAGG

pSCON171

1.18

pSCON343

26.04

CCTCGCGCGCCGACGCGTAGG

pSCON188

0.13

pSCON344

14.32

CCTCGCGCGCCTACGCGTAGG

pSCON190

9.70

pSCON345

6.05

b

a. Matings were performed and quantified as described for Table 2.3.
b. The IR region of the pIJ101 clt sequence is shown. The positions of double-base
substitutions of the circular or linear plasmids containing such clt mutations are indicated
as underlined. The double-base substitutions were constructed by PCR targeted
mutagenesis as described in Materials and Methods.
c. The donor strain was TK23.42. The donor plasmids were circular plasmids as indicated in
the table. The recipient is TK23 containing pHYG1. Transfer frequency was determined as
the ratio of transconjugants to donors multiplied by 100%. Numbers are the average
obtained from 4 independent matings.
d. Plasmids in linear form in the donors were confirmed as described for Table 2.3.
e. The donor strain was JW1. The donor plasmids were linear plasmids as indicated in the
table. The recipient was TK23 containing pHYG1. Transfer frequency was determined as
the ratio of transconjugants to donors multiplied by 100%. Numbers are the average
obtained from 4 independent matings.
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from about 6% to 34%, but these differences did not correlate at all with the transfer
frequencies for circular plasmids containing these same clt mutations, when these latter
plasmids were transferred by the pIJ101 tra gene present in TK23.42 donor cells. These
results suggested that clt and tra were probably not involved in the observed transfer of DNA
molecules in linear form from JW1.
Linear DNA Molecules Do Transfer in Linear Form from Strains Containing Only SLP2
If pIJ101 transfer components were not responsible for the transfer of linear pSCON223
or pQC179 from strain JW1, then maybe these linear DNA molecules were being transferred
bythe SLP2 transfer function. To test this notion, transfer frequencies of linear pSCON223
from strain 1326 and linear pSCON346 from 98-50 were determined. Both strain 1326 and
98-50 do not have Tra of pIJ101, but do have SLP2 and thus TraSLP2. As shown in Table 2.8,
the transfer frequency of linear pSCON346 from 98-50 (37.42%), did not show obvious
difference from that of pSCON346 from JW50 (40.75%). To determine whether the transfer

TABLE 2.8. Transfer Frequencies of linear pSCON223 and pSCON346 from pIJ101
Tra+ versus Tra- strains.a
Donor
Plasmidsb

Donor
Strains

Recipient

Transfer
Frequency (%)c

pSCON223

1326

TK23 (pHYG1)

12.18

pSCON223

JW1

TK23 (pHYG1)

87.26

pSCON346

98-50

TK23 (pHYG1)

37.42

pSCON346

JW50

TK23 (pHYG1)

40.75

a. Matings were performed and quantified as described for Table 1.
b. Plasmids in linear form in the donors were confirmed as described for Table 1.
c. Transfer frequency was determined as the ratio of transconjugants to donors multiplied by
100%. All numbers are the average obtained from 4 independent matings.
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of linear pSCON346 occurred as linear DNA molecules, total intact DNA from one 98-50
transcojugant, was analyzed by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (Fig. 2.5 A) and Southern
blotting (Fig. 2.5 B). While PFGE showed evidence that both SLP2 and linear pSCON346
were present in the transconjugant, linear pSCON346 was detected in Southern blots using an
aadA probe, thus, no recombination between SLP2 and pSCON346 had occurred. I conclude
from this result that linear DNA molecules do transfer in linear form from strains containing

FIG. 2.5. Evidence of linear pSCON346 transfer from strain 98-50.
(A) Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis. Mating assays were as described for Table 2.3. The donor
strain was 98-50. PFGE was performed as described in Materials and Methods. DNA in lane 1
is genomic DNA isolated from a tranconjugant. Lane 2 is DNA isolate from the recipient
TK23 (pHYG1), which is a control. A low range PFG marker (New England Biolab) was used
as a size marker (M).
(B) Southern blotting analysis of the pulsed-field gel to detect linear pSCON346. The gel in
part A was subjected to Southern blotting using a 32P-labeled aadA gene probe. The position
of the 9.42kb band of the size marker is as shown.
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only SLP2. Once again, it demonstrated that pIJ101 transfer components were not responsible
for transfer of DNA molecules in linear form, and suggested that TraSLP2 mediated the
transfer of pSCON223 or pSCON346 as linear DNA molecules from strains 1326 or 98-50.
DISCUSSION
Streptomyces circular conjugative plasmids such as pIJ101 can mobilize linear
chromosomal DNA during mating between streptomycete cells. Tra is the only
pIJ101-encoded factor required for chromosomal gene transfer (Kieser et al. 1982).
Additionally, pIJ101 Tra and clt functions can promote transfer of heterologous plasmids
(Pettis and Cohen 1994). So we hypothesized that the transfer components, including Tra and
clt, could also mediate transfer of linear plasmids. However my research shows that the Traclt system of pIJ101 does not efficiently mediate the transfer of plasmids when they are in a
linear form.
How can Tra and clt transfer circular heterologous plasmids, as well as linear
chromosomal DNA molecules? For linear chromosomes, strong interactions between the TPs
cause the chromosomal DNA molecules to exhibit a circular-like configuration spontaneously
(Wang et al. 1999, Yang and Losick 2001). Because of this configuration, the original genetic
map of the Streptomyces coelicolor genome was first established to be circular based on
linkage analysis (Hopwood 1965, 1966). This circular-like configuration for linear
chromosomes, perhaps even during conjugal transfers, may explain how circular plasmids can
mobilize linear chromosomes. Possibly, the smaller linear plasmids used in this study were
unable to show such circularity and, for reasons undetermined, the transfer genes of circular
plasmid pIJ101 could not promote transfer of these linear DNA molecules.
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For the transfer of circular plasmids, for example pIJ101, the membrane Tra protein
forms a ring-shaped pore and translocates the donor plasmid DNA into the recipient
(Reviewed by Grohmann et al. 2003). Could transfer of linear and circular DNA replicons
involve different mechanisms? Chen 1996 predicted the “End First” model which proposed
that conjugal transfer of linear Streptomyces plasmids and chromosomes is initiated at the
telomere and one 5’ TP-capped strand is then displaced and transferred into recipient.
Interestingly, however, Xu et al. 2006 showed that TraSLP2 promoted efficient transfer of
SLP2-derived circular plasmids. This latter result suggested transfer of linear and circular
derivatives of SLP2 may occur by the same or a similar mechanism. Whether conjugation of
linear and circular DNA replicons involve different mechanisms remains to be explored. In
this study, we observed that linear plasmids are not mobilized by transfer components of
circular plasmid pIJ101. These results suggest that either transfer of linear plasmids differs
significantly from that of circular plasmids, or that the two mechanisms are similar but
transfer of linear DNA molecules may require additional genetic functions.
Several distinct conjugation functions other than the Tra DNA translocase have been
identified as being required for efficient conjugal transfer of SLP2 and SLP2-mediated
mobilization of the chromosome, such as TtrA, cell wall hydrolase, etc. (Huang et al. 2003,
Xu et al. 2006). The ttrA gene is terminally located in linear plasmid SLP2 and the S. lividans
chromosome. It encodes a helicase which appears to be necessary for transfer of both SLP2
and the chromosome (Huang et al. 2003). However, our results showed that the ttrA gene was
not necessary for the transfer of the smaller linear plasmid pSCON346. Interestingly, Xu et al.
2006 also observed that a SLP2-derived linear plasmid lacking the ttrA still transferred
efficiently.
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The minimal clt locus is comprised of one imperfect inverted repeat and three direct
repeats. Previous deletion analysis indicated that the inverted-repeat sequence appears to be
the single most important functional region for plasmid transfer (Ducote et al. 2000). My
results revealed that certain mutations particularly in the right arm of the IR or between the
arms reduced clt transfer function significantly. Single base mutations in the right arm
reduced clt function by up to 100-fold, while double base substitutions reduced clt function by
up to 1000-fold, which suggests that sequences within the right arm are critical for clt activity.
These data are consistent with preliminary insertion analysis of the clt region described
previously (Pettis and Cohen 1994). Here, the base substitutions in the right arm eliminated
the clt function significantly more than those in the left arm and most of those located
between the arms, which contrasts with the notion that the dyad symmetry of the IR region is
critical for the clt function. Further, only one set of compensatory mutations that restored dyad
symmetry (i.e., the C to A alteration in the left arm of pSCON325 as shown in Table 2.3
improved clt activity relative to the original mutant (pSCON131). The pIJ101 clt locus may
interact specifically with its cognate Tra protein or with an unidentified chromosomal factor
during productive plasmid transfer. The clt region was also previously found to be
intrinsically bent or curved, and this DNA curvature may play an important role in ensuring
the potential Tra-clt interaction (Ducote et al. 2000). It seems certain that secondary
structuring of clt DNA relies on specific sequence components. So certain substitutions of
critical base determinants may have reduced the clt transfer function by altering the secondary
structure including curvature. Interestingly, the GC to CG change between the two arms
(Table 2.3, pSCON188) reduced the transfer efficiency significantly more than other base
alterations at the same position, and the linker insertion between G and C in the middle of IR
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eliminated clt activity. These results also indicate that sequences extending to within the arms
of the IR may also be important for potential Tra/clt interaction and/or secondary structure of
clt.
Circular pQC179 was thought to be a transfer defective plasmid with respect to pIJ101
tra mobilization because it does not possess clt. clt is a cis-acting locus that could be a
putative binding site of the Tra protein (Grohmann et al. 2003). Surprisingly, our results of
mating assays showed that pQC179 transferred as efficiently as its Clt+ derivative pSCON223,
suggesting that some sequences on pQC179 are complementing the clt transfer function. Our
preliminary evidence indicates that it may be the telomere sequence (See Table A.1 in
Appendix A) that is complementing clt. To date no sequences entirely homologous to the
pIJ101 clt locus have been found on the linear Streptomyces chromosome, though pIJ101 Tra
can mediate efficient transfer of the chromosome. However, the telomeric end of the
chromosome contains numerous IRs and palindromic sequences, and it was predicted to form
complex secondary structures (Huang et al. 1998). So it is an interesting possibility to be
explored whether the telomeres contain functional analogs of the pIJ101 clt locus that
substitute for clt transfer function during conjugal transfer of the chromosomal DNA mediated
by pIJ101 Tra protein. Furthermore, the telomeres could play an important role in
linear-plasmid-mediated conjugation, since our results showed that TraSLP2 alone could
mediate efficient transfer of a linear derivative of pSLA2 with telomeres of SLP2. It is in
agreement in one sense with Chen’s model that the ends of linear plasmids are essential for
conjugal transfer. But the telomeres might function as a potential interaction site with Tra of
linear plasmids, which resembles the role of clt in circular-plasmid-mediated conjugation. The
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putative significance and exact function of the telomeric ends of linear plasmids and
chromosomes in conjugation remains to be explored.
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CHAPTER THREE:
GROWTH-REGULATED EXPRESSION OF A BACTERIOCIN, PRODUCED BY
THE SWEET POTATO PATHOGEN STREPTOMYCES IPOMOEAE, THAT
EXHIBITS INTERSTRAIN INHIBITION*

* Reprinted with permission of the Applied and Environmental Microbiology
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INTRODUCTION
Streptomyces bacteria are gram-positive spore-forming soil bacteria which display a
complex life cycle (Chater 1993, Chater 1998). Spore germination leads to vegetative growth
as tangled masses of substrate mycelia on solid surfaces. Nutrient limitation triggers
production of secondary metabolites as well as growth of vertically extending aerial hyphae,
which are morphologically distinct filaments that derive nutrients from the dying substrate
cell layer. Eventually, individual aerial hyphae differentiate into chains of spores.
Streptomyces mycelia growing in liquid media display a multiphasic growth curve similar to
that of unicellular bacteria. As the culture enters stationary phase, Streptomyces bacteria
produce secondary metabolites, but do not typically differentiate morphologically
(Champness and Chater 1994).
Streptomyces ipomoeae is the causative agent of soil rot, the widespread and destructive
disease of sweet potatoes. The disease results in decay of fibrous feeder roots and
development of necrotic lesions on the edible storage roots (Clark and Moyer 1988).
Prevention of soil rot currently relies solely on development of resistant sweet potato cultivars;
however, alternative approaches, including the use of biocontrol methods, are now beginning
to be investigated.
Previously, thirty-six strains of S. ipomoeae were divided into three groups based on
interstrain inhibition during their co-cultivation on agar plates (Clark et al. 1998). The group
III strains were found to produce a diffusible 10-kDa bacteriocin-like protein (ipomicin),
which is inhibitory to group I and II members and which is stable in culture supernatants for
at least 1 h at 40°C (in a pH range of 6-10) (Zhang et al. 2003). Sequence analyses of the
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ipomicin structural gene (ipoA) and its protein product revealed that ipomicin is initially
expressed in precursor form, which upon processing of an N-terminal signal sequence
becomes the 10-kDa mature form (Zhang et al. 2003).
Given its potential as a biocontrol agent, we were interested in elucidating the expression
characteristics of ipomicin. It was noted previously that TTA, the rarest codon found within
the GC-rich Streptomyces genus, is present once in ipoA within the region that designates the
ipomicin signal sequence (Zhang et al. 2003). TTA codons in Streptomyces bacteria are
recognized by a single leucyl tRNA species encoded by the gene bldA, which is required for
normal morphological and physiological differentiation in these organisms (Chater 2006,
Leskiw et al. 1991). The latter effect is due in part to the fact that regulatory genes of
antibiotic clusters and aerial hyphae development also contain TTA codons (Chater 2006).
In the model streptomycete, Streptomyces coelicolor, bldA has been shown to be an effective
growth-phase regulator because it is expressed initially in liquid and surface cultures as an
inactive precursor, and upon processing, begins to temporally accumulate as a mature tRNA,
at least under certain physiological conditions (Leskiw et al. 1993, Trepanier et al. 1997).
Interestingly, TTA-containing genes show variation in their dependence on bldA for
expression with some genes demonstrating strong dependence, while others showing only
partial or no apparent dependence (Leskiw et al. 1991, Trepanier et al. 2002).
Here, stable ipomicin protein is shown to be temporally produced during S. ipomoeae
growth in a manner inconsistent with ipoA mRNA levels. Similar contrary results for ipomicin
protein and ipoA mRNA concentrations were observed during growth of the heterologous host
S. coelicolor expressing a cloned version of the S. ipomoeae ipoA gene, and this effect was
shown to be directly dependent on translation of the ipoA TTA codon by the bldA leucyl
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tRNA. The data here suggest regulation by bldA leads to temporal production of the ipomicin
precursor, which when processed to the mature form is secreted to the external environment
where it accumulates.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial Strains and Plasmids and Molecular Biology Methods
S. ipomoeae strains 91-01 (group I), 88-35 (group II), 91-03 and 88-29 (group III) have
been described (Clark et al. 1998). S. ipomoeae spores were preserved long term on silica gel
crystals at -20°C (Perkins 1962), or short term on S. ipomoeae growth agar (SIGA) (Clark et
al. 1998, Clark and Lawrence 1981), while mycelia were grown in Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB,
Difco, Detroit, MI). S. coelicolor strains M600 and M600∆bldA (Hesketh et al. 2007) and
Streptomyces lividans strain TK23 (Kieser et al. 2000) were cultured on SIGA or in yeast
extract-malt extract (YEME) medium (Kieser et al. 2000). In order to obtain absorbance (600
nm) readings that accurately reflect cell mass, aliquots of Streptomyces broth cultures were
vortexed vigorously to disperse mycelial clumps as much as possible and optical densities
were immediately determined in a spectrophotometer. The E coli host for cloning was
BRL2288 (Pettis et al. 2001), while E. coli strain BL21 (DE3) (Studier et al. 1986) was used
to induce expression of recombinant ipomicin protein.
All PCR was performed using the conditions described previously (Pettis et al. 2001)
along with the specific primers and templates noted below. Primers were designed by using
the Primer Design, version 2 program (Scientific and Educational Software, Cary, NC) and
were synthesized by Sigma-Genosys (The Woodlands, TX). Molecular cloning was performed
according to standard methods as previously described (Sambrook et al. 1989). Chemical
transformation of E. coli (Sambrook et al. 1989), and protoplast transformation of S.
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coelicolor (Kieser et al. 2000) were performed as described, while electroporation of E. coli
BL21(DE3) was done by using a Gene Pulser II (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) following the
manufacturer’s instructions. Ampicillin at 50 µg per ml-1 or kanamycin at 25 µg per ml-1 was
used where appropriate to select for plasmids in E. coli, while thiostrepton, at 50 µg per ml-1
in agar and 5 µg per ml-1 in liquid medium, respectively, was used for selection of plasmids in
S. coelicolor.
Plasmid pSIP34 was created by first amplifying a 308-bp ipoA DNA fragment using
primers ipoA-mut5´ (5´-GACGCGC CCGGCCACCCGGGC-3´), and ipoA-3´ (5´
-AAAAAGATCTCTGTCGCTCAGACGCGCAGG-3´) and the plasmid template pSIP8
(Zhang et al. 2003).

The resulting fragment was digested with XbaI and XhoI, blunt ends

were generated by using the reagents in a Perfectly Blunt cloning kit (EMD Chemicals, Inc.,
Gibbstown, NJ), and the blunt-ended fragment was then ligated to EcoRV-digested pET30a+
vector (EMD Chemicals, Inc.). The resulting clone, pSIP34, contains the portion of the ipoA
ORF that encodes the mature form of ipomicin cloned in frame with the pET30a+ His-Tag
leader sequence. To construct plasmid pSIP40, pSIP8 was partially digested with PstI, and the
linearized full-length 3.3kb fragment was cloned into the streptomycete vector pIJ350 (Kieser
et al. 1982) at this same site.
The TTA codon in the ipoA gene was converted to CTC by a modification of the
two-stage PCR overlap extension method described previously (Ho et al. 1989). Briefly, in the
first stage the template was pSIP8 in both PCR reactions, and, in one reaction, a 0.6-kb
fragment was amplified with universal SP6 primer (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA), and
a mutagenic primer containing the desired mutation, ipo-leu-CTC
(5´-GCCTCCGCCCTCCGCGCCGT-3´), while in the other reaction, a 0.4-kb overlapping
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fragment was amplified by using universal T7 primer (New England Biolabs) and primer
ipo-2cycle-2 (5´-TGCCCGGGTGGCCGGGCGCG-3´). The two PCR products were
combined, denatured and allowed to re-anneal; Pfu Polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and
nucleotides were added, and 6 cycles of PCR were performed in order to fill in the available
recessed 3´ ends. The resulting double-stranded DNA was then used as a template in a
15-cycle PCR reaction using the universal SP6 and T7 primers. The resulting 0.9-kb product
was digested with XhoI and EcoRI, ligated to the E. coli cloning vector pSP72 (Promega
Corp., Madison, WI) at these sites, and the resulting recombinant clones were sequenced to
identify those which contained the TTA to CTC codon change. One of these was digested with
XbaI and EcoRI and the 0.9-kb fragment generated was used to replace the same-sized
fragment containing the wild type ipoA gene in pSIP40, with the resulting clone being
designated pSIP42. Plasmid pGSP149 has been described previously (Pettis and Cohen 1994).
Plate Bioassays
Aliquots of S. ipomoeae TSB cultures shaking at 30°C were harvested by centrifugation.
The resulting supernatants were filtered through a 0.2 µM filter to remove remaining mycelia
and stored at –20°C. Plate bioassays were performed by modification of a previously
described method (Zhang et al. 2003). Briefly, for each time point 5 µl of undiluted culture
supernatant and 5 µl of a 10-fold dilution of supernatant in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer
(pH 7.0) were spotted onto SIGA, which had been freshly inoculated with a dense spore
suspension of strain 91-01 or strain 88-35. Following incubation at 30°C for 3 days, the
resulting zones of inhibition were measured. The diameter of the inhibition zone of undiluted
supernatant was the measurement used when a 10-fold dilution of the supernatant did not
produce inhibition of at least 4 mm in diameter. When a 10-fold dilution did produce a zone
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of at least 4 mm, then the measurement used was that diameter multiplied by 10 (i.e., the
“adjusted diameter”). Thus, inhibition zone diameters of greater than or equal to ~40 mm
given in the text were the adjusted diameters for those time points. Dilutions of 100 fold were
also initially tested but were never found to produce zones of at least 4 mm. The 4-mm
diameter cut-off was chosen because inhibition zones smaller than this could not always be
accurately distinguished within the lawns of test strains.
Ipomicin Stability Assay
To measure the stability of ipomicin, a 25-ml culture of strain 91-03 was grown to
stationary phase, and the supernatant was purified by centrifugation and filtration as described
above. The cell-free supernatant was then incubated at 30°C with shaking at 300 rpm, and
aliquots were removed at every 24-hour time point up to 7 days; following storage at –20°C
where necessary till the end of the assay, all aliquots were then examined for inhibition
activity against strain 91-01 by plate bioassay.
RNA Methods
RNA was isolated by using modified Kirby mixture, phenol-chloroform extraction and
treatment with DNaseI as described previously (Kieser et al. 2000). For Northern blot analysis,
10-µg (or for some experiments 30-µg) samples of total RNA, along with ssRNA ladder (New
England Biolabs), were electrophoresed overnight at 20 V on 1% agarose gels containing
formaldehyde (Sambrook et al. 1989), and were then blotted to Hybond N nylon membrane
(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ) using the VacuGene XL vacuum blotting
system (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). RNA was cross-linked to membranes by using
ultraviolet light. Radiolabeled probes were generated by random priming (Schully and Pettis,
2003) using the 0.9-kb HindIII-BglII fragment of pSIP8 as template for the ipoA probe, or a
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16S rRNA fragment, which had been generated by PCR using relevant genomic DNA and
primers described previously (Wawrik et al. 2005), as a template for the 16S rRNA probe.
Hybridizations were performed as previously described (Brasch et al. 1993).
Generation of Ipomicin Antiserum and Western Blot Analysis
Induction of an ipomicin fusion protein in E. coli BL21 containing plasmid pSIP34,
followed by cell fractionation and preparative SDS-PAGE were all performed as described
previously (Pettis et al. 2001). A fusion protein band with a molecular mass of ~16 kDa was
excised from the gel, and was used as antigen to raise antibodies in a rabbit (as performed by
Animal Pharm Services, Inc. [Healdburg, CA]).
To prepare protein samples for Western blotting, secreted ipomicin proteins were
precipitated from cell-free supernatants of relevant S. ipomoeae or S. coelicolor cultures with
trichloroacetic acid (TCA). To a 1-ml aliquot of supernatant, bovine serum albumin was
added to 0.1 mg per ml-1, TCA was then added to 10% (w/v), and the mixtures were incubated
on ice for 30 min, followed by centrifugation at 13,200 rpm for 15 min at 4°C. Pellets were
washed with 1 ml acetone, incubated at room temperature for 10 min, and the protein
precipitates were then pelleted by centrifugation as described above, dried on ice, and
resuspended in 50 µl dH2O. The protein concentration of each sample was determined by
using a BIO-RAD Protein Assay according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Western blotting
was performed as previously described (Pettis et al. 2001), except that 10-µg protein samples
were electrophoresed on 18% SDS-PAGE gels and upon blotting were probed with a 1:1000
dilution of the primary antiserum. The intensity of bands on digital images of Western or
Northern blots was analyzed by using ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/index.html). A given
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band intensity was calculated as the product of the selected pixel area and the mean gray
value for those pixels, and the average band intensity from 3 such measurements, along with
the associated standard deviation, was reported for each band.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Growth-Regulated Ipomicin Production in S. ipomoeae
The kinetics of ipomicin inhibitor production during growth of S. ipomoeae strain 91-03
were examined by using a plate bioassay (see Methods and Materials for more details).
Initially, as shown in Fig. 3.1 A, the diameter of inhibition zones seen in plate bioassays
changed very little during the first four time points despite the fact that the absorbance (600
nm) of the culture increased over 4-fold from 0.13 at the first time point to 0.58 by the fourth
time point. By the fifth time point, however, inhibition zone size began to increase
significantly by over 4-fold from the previous level (i.e., from 10.7 mm in diameter to 43.3
mm [adjusted diameter]), while the culture density only increased from 0.58 to 0.71. For the
remainder of exponential phase, inhibition zones showed a fairly steady increase in adjusted
diameter, whereupon their sizes appeared to level off upon entrance of the culture into
stationary phase.
To correlate bioassay results with the presence of the 10-kDa ipomicin protein, culture
supernatant at the identical time points used for bioassays was analyzed by Western blotting
using an antiserum specific for ipomicin protein (Fig. 3.1 B and see Materials and Methods
for details). There was good correlation between the size of inhibition zones seen in plate
bioassays (Fig. 3.1 A) and the temporal appearance of the 10-kDa ipomicin protein in culture
supernatants (Fig. 3.1 B). Measurement of band intensities in Western blots using ImageJ
(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/index.html), for example, revealed that ipomicin concentration
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FIG. 3.1. Growth-regulated appearance of ipomicin during culturing of S. ipomoeae
strain 91-03 as determined by plate bioassay and Western blotting.
(A) Growth curve of strain 91-03 and measurement of bioassay inhibition zones. Spores of S.
ipomoeae strain 91-03 (group III) were inoculated into TSB and incubated at 30°C while
shaking. At time points throughout growth, aliquots were used either to measure the culture
absorbance at 600nm (■) or to test for inhibitor function present in the culture supernatant by
the plate bioassay method (□) as described in the Materials and Methods. The data presented
is one of six biological replicates that were performed with approximately the same results
occurring in each case. Within the one biological replicate shown, there were three
independent experimental trials for measurement of ipomicin activity at each time point; the
activity results presented are the average diameter or average adjusted diameter of inhibition
zones seen in plate bioassays for those three replicates, with the error bars representing the
associated standard deviation. The lack of a discernible error bar for a particular time point
indicates that there was little or no deviation in diameter or adjusted diameter among the three
replicates;
(B) Western blots of ipomicin protein. At the same time points used in part A, proteins were
precipitated from cell-free supernatant, and 10-µg aliquots were analyzed by Western blotting.
The negative control (i.e., lane marked with a minus) was the cell-free supernatant of a culture
of S. lividans strain TK23 grown to stationary phase, while the positive control (i.e., lane
marked with a plus) was ipomicin protein as contained in purification fraction IV (Zhang et al.
2003). The data presented is one of three biological replicates with approximately the same
results obtained in each case;
(C) ImageJ analysis of the Western blot shown in part B. Band intensities (in gray values
[g.v.]) on the digital image of the Western blot were determined in triplicate with the average
intensity being reported for each band along with the associated standard deviation (error
bars). The lack of a discernible error bar for a particular time point indicates that there was
little or no deviation among the three determinations.
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increased approximately 4.3-fold from the fourth to the fifth time point (Fig. 3.1 C), which
was in agreement with the change in size of plate bioassay inhibition zones observed over that
same time frame.
To address the possibility that growth-regulated ipomicin production was somehow
unique to strain 91-03, we performed the same plate bioassay and Western blot analyses on
another group III strain (88-29), which was isolated from a separate geographic location from
91-03 and which showed other significant phenotypic and genotypic differences Clark et al.
1998). Congruent temporal patterns of ipomicin inhibition as determined by plate bioassay
and ipomicin protein expression were also observed for strain 88-29, with the only significant
difference from 91-03 being that relatively more ipomicin inhibitor appeared to be present at
each corresponding time point during growth of 88-29 (See Fig. A.1 in Appendix A). Overall,
these results suggest that a common mechanism of growth-regulated ipomicin production
and/or accumulation exists in S. ipomoeae group III strains.
Evidence of a Post-Transcriptional Control Mechanism
To investigate whether the growth-regulated appearance of ipomicin was controlled at
the transcriptional level, the expression pattern of ipoA mRNA was examined by Northern
blotting at select identical time points used for bioassays and Western blotting (i.e., time
points 2, 5, 9, and 11 from Fig. 3.1). A hybridized band of approximately 500 nucleotides was
detected for the S. ipomoeae 91-03 samples (Fig. 3.2 A), which, based on its size, represents a
single monocistronic mRNA species for the 393-bp ipoA ORF (Zhang et al. 2003). As
expected, the probe did not hybridize to S. lividans strain TK23 total RNA (Fig. 3.2 A).
Unlike the results for ipomicin function and expression, ipoA message did not increase in a
temporally-regulated manner (Fig. 3.2 A and 3.2 B). At the earliest time point analyzed by
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FIG. 3.2. Northern blot of the ipoA message in S. ipomoeae 91-03.
(A) For some of the identical time points used in Fig. 3.1, (i.e., time points 2, 5, 9, and 11),
total RNA was harvested from mycelia of S. ipomoeae strain 91-03, as well as S. lividans
TK23 grown to stationary phase, and approximately equivalent amounts were subjected to
Northern blotting analysis using a 32P-labeled probe specific for the ipoA or 16S rRNA gene.
Finished blots were visualized by autoradiography. Three biological replicates of the ipoA
experiment were performed with similar results in each case;
(B) ImageJ analysis of the Northern blots shown in part A. ImageJ analysis was performed as
described in the legend to Fig. 3.1.

Northern blotting (absorbance [600 nm] equal to 0.22), the concentration of ipoA mRNA was
greater than or equal to the amount seen at the next time point analyzed (absorbance [600 nm]
equal to 0.71). As seen in Fig. 3.1, not only was ipomicin at or near its lowest observed
concentration when the culture density measured 0.22, but the protein also did not begin to
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increase in amount until more than 6.5 hours later (i.e., after the fourth time when the culture
density measured 0.58). The lack of correlation between intracellular ipoA mRNA
concentration and active ipomicin protein in culture supernatants suggested that ipomicin
production is regulated post-transcriptionally, and raised the possibility that bldA regulation
dictates temporal production of ipomicin.
Ipomicin Production in the Heterologous Host S. coelicolor Is Growth Regulated and
Dependent on bldA
As further analysis of bldA control of ipomicin production in S. ipomoeae was not
practical due to a current lack of a system for genetic manipulation in this organism, it was
next determined whether the 10-kDa ipomicin protein shows growth-regulated expression in
the heterologous host S. coelicolor, which was previously shown to be ipomicin-resistant
(Zhang et al. 2003). Supernatant from culture time points (Fig. 3.3 A) of the wild-type strain
M600 containing plasmid pSIP40, a thiostrepton-resistant plasmid containing a cloned
version of the S. ipomoeae ipoA gene, was examined as before by Western blotting (Fig. 3.3
B), and the results were consistent with the notion that ipomicin production in S. coelicolor
M600 (pSIP40) is growth-regulated with the overall pattern appearing very reminiscent of
that seen in S. ipomoeae. An analysis of ipoA mRNA concentration in strain M600 containing
pSIP40 at the identical time points used for Western blotting showed constitutive expression
of the ~500 nucleotide ipoA message (data not shown), a result which confirmed that temporal
production of ipomicin is also post-transcriptionally controlled in the heterologous host S.
coelicolor.
When the isogenic S. coelicolor bldA null mutant M600∆bldA containing pSIP40 was
grown similarly (Fig. 3.3 A) and then analyzed by Western blotting, ipomicin appeared in the
culture supernatant in a weak yet temporal manner (Fig. 3.3 B). As equivalent amounts of
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FIG. 3.3. Temporal appearance of ipomicin protein as produced by S. coelicolor strains
M600 and M600∆bldA containing the cloned ipoA gene.
(A) Growth curves of S. coelicolor M600 (■) and M600∆bldA (□) each containing plasmid
pSIP40. Spores of M600(pSIP40) or mycelia of M600∆bldA(pSIP40) were inoculated into
YEME containing thiostrepton, and these cultures were then incubated at 30°C while shaking.
At time points throughout growth, aliquots were used to determine the culture absorbance at
600 nm.
(B) Western blots of the 10-kDa ipomicin products as produced by pSIP40-containing M600
versus M600∆bldA. At several of the same time points used in part A, proteins were
precipitated from aliquots of cell-free supernatant and analyzed by Western blotting.
Precipitated protein from the supernatants of M600(pGSP149) and M600∆bldA(pGSP149)
cultures grown similarly to stationary phase were included as negative controls. The data
shown in parts A and B are one of three biological replicates for each strain with similar
results being obtained in each case.
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total protein were analyzed in the Western blots for M600(pSIP40) and M600∆bldA(pSIP40),
the results demonstrated a strong dependence on bldA for ipomicin production, though
relatively weak mistranslation of the ipoA message was also apparently occurring. The
temporal appearance of ipomicin in strain M600∆bldA(pSIP40) also suggested that an
additional post-transcriptional mechanism(s) was contributing to growth-regulated production
and/or accumulation of ipomicin.
To determine whether the reduced yield of ipomicin protein produced by the S.
coelicolor bldA mutant was due specifically to the inability to properly translate the TTA
codon in ipoA, this codon position in the gene was changed to CTC, an alternate leucine
codon whose cognate tRNA appears constitutively throughout Streptomyces growth in
contrast to the temporal appearance of the bldA tRNA (Trepanier et al. 1997). A comparison
by Western blotting and subsequent ImageJ analysis at single exponential and stationary time
points for strain M600∆bldA containing either pSIP40 (wild type ipoA gene) or pSIP42 (ipoA
with TTA to CTC codon change) showed increased concentrations of ipomicin in the culture
supernatant during both exponential (9-fold more) and stationary (4.5-fold more) phases for
M600∆bldA (pSIP42) as compared to the control (Fig. 3.4 A). Moreover, the amount of
ipomicin protein released by pSIP42-containing cells at the exponential time point actually
appeared to exceed the amount released by cells containing pSIP40 during stationary phase.
These results contrasted dramatically with concomitant Northern blotting of ipoA where, for
reasons undetermined, the concentration of ipoA in M600∆bldA (pSIP40) far exceeded that
for M600∆bldA (pSIP42) (Fig. 3.4 B). Taken together, these data thus support a mechanism
by which bldA is needed for efficient translation of the TTA codon of the cloned ipoA gene in
S. coelicolor. Given the observation of post-transcriptional control for ipomicin production in
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FIG. 3.4. Western blot of ipomicin protein and concomitant Northern blot of ipoA
message for S. coelicolor M600∆bldA containing plasmid pSIP40 versus pSIP42.
(A) Western blot of ipomicin protein. Mycelia of M600∆bldA(pSIP40) and
M600∆bldA(pSIP42) were inoculated into YEME containing thiostrepton, incubated at 30°C
with shaking, and at single time points indicative of exponential and stationary phase growth,
proteins were precipitated from aliquots of cell-free supernatant and analyzed by Western
blotting. Precipitated protein from the supernatant of a M600∆bldA(pGSP149) culture grown
similarly to stationary phase was included as a negative control. The experiment shown was
one of three biological replicates with approximately the same results being obtained in each
case;
(B) Northern blot of ipoA message. At the identical timepoints used in part A, total RNA was
isolated and subjected to Northern blotting as described in the legend to Fig. 2. The ipoA data
is derived from a single blot; however, the M600∆bldA(pSIP40) side was subjected to
autoradiography for 1 h versus 4 h for the M600∆bldA(pSIP42) portion.

both S. ipomoeae and S. coelicolor along with evidence of a conserved mechanism of bldA
regulation throughout the Streptomyces genus (i.e., non-random distribution of TTA codons,
similarity of bldA mutant phenotypes among species) (Chandra and Chater 2008), it seems
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likely that bldA control similarly regulates production of ipomicin in the natural S. ipomoeae
host. Confirmation of this assertion awaits development of a system for the genetic
manipulation of S. ipomoeae.
Stability of Ipomicin under Extended Incubation Conditions
Given the temporal appearance of ipomicin even in the S. coelicolor bldA null mutant
containing plasmid pSIP40 (or pSIP42), it was next determined whether the apparent stability
of ipomicin noted previously (Zhang et al. 2003), may contribute to its pattern of appearance
seen here. Filtered supernatant from a stationary phase culture of S. ipomoeae strain 91-03
was subjected to extended incubation at 30°C with daily assessment of ipomicin inhibition
function by the plate bioassay method. No significant difference in inhibition zone size was
observed after 24 h of incubation, while an approximate 50% reduction in adjusted diameter
occurred after 48 h (Fig. 3.5 A). At 72 h and beyond, inhibition zones were greatly diminished
in size or were absent indicating that little or no ipomicin inhibitory activity remained. An
analysis of the ipomicin protein at these same time points by Western blotting showed no
change in concentration of the protein during the 7-day incubation of the supernatant (Fig. 3.5
B); this finding indicated that inactivation rather than degradation of ipomicin was responsible
for the loss of activity observed in the assay. Although the results here may not be entirely
representative of the pattern of ipomicin inactivation/degradation in an actively growing
culture, they are nevertheless consistent with the notion that active ipomicin protein stably
accumulates during growth of S. ipomoeae and that such an effect is likely to contribute to the
temporal appearance of ipomicin in culture supernatants. This stability data may also have
important implications for the potential use of ipomicin as a biological agent for preventing
infection of sweet potatoes by S. ipomoeae.
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FIG. 3.5. Ipomicin stability assay.
(A) Plate bioassay of stability assay time points. Cell-free supernatant from a S. ipomoeae
strain 91-03 stationary phase culture was incubated at 30ºC while shaking for a total of 7 days.
At every 24 h time point, an aliquot was removed, stored at -20 ºC days until the 7-day
incubation period was completed, and the aliquots were then tested for inhibitory activity by
the plate bioassay as described in Materials and Methods. The data presented is one of three
biological replicates that were performed with approximately the same results occurring in
each case. Within the one biological replicate shown, three independent experimental trials for
determination of ipomicin activity at each time point were performed; the activity results
presented are the average diameter or average adjusted diameter of inhibition zones seen in
plate bioassays for those three replicates, with the error bars indicating standard deviation.
The lack of a discernible error bar for a particular time point indicates that there was little or
no deviation in diameter or adjusted diameter among the three replicates.
(B) Western blot of stability assay time points. At the same time points used in part A,
proteins were precipitated and analyzed by Western blotting. The negative control was the
cell-free supernatant of a culture of S. lividans strain TK23 grown to stationary phase.

TTA-containing Streptomyces genes are typically species specific, apparently
non-essential in function, and often show evidence of relatively recent lateral transmission
(Chandra and Chater 2008, Li et al. 2007). The possible origin of the ipomicin structural gene
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ipoA in S. ipomoeae and mechanism of action of ipomicin currently remain unknown, and no
homologs exist for either in the databases. Nevertheless, bldA translational control of the
single TTA codon in ipoA was shown here to contribute greatly to the temporal pattern of
ipomicin production seen in S. coelicolor and it was very likely the basis for the analogous
pattern of production seen in the native host S. ipomoeae. To our knowledge, ipomicin is the
first Streptomyces bacteriocin shown to be dependent on bldA for its expression. Moreover,
the results with S. coelicolor showed that bldA regulation of ipomicin expression occurs upon
introduction of the single TTA-containing ipoA gene into a heterologous host. This situation,
which has implications for potential lateral transmission of ipoA, thus contrasts with typical
bldA control of antibiotic production in Streptomyces spp. where TTA codons reside in key
regulatory genes (Chater 2006).
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CHAPTER FOUR:
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTION OF IPOMICIN IN STREPTOMYCES
IPOMOEAE SUSCEPTIBLE STRAINS AND EXPRESSION CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE GROUP II INHIBITOR
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INTRODUCTION
Bacteriocins are antimicrobial proteinaceous substances produced by some strains of
bacteria that inhibit growth of closely related species (Jack et al. 1995). The relatively narrow
inhibitory spectra and few side effects of bacteriocins provide a potential strategy to develop
effective and safe bio-agents for plant disease control (Montesinos 2007). However, very little
is known about bacteriocin production in plant pathogenic bacteria, especially gram-positive
pathogens. The first bacteriocin characterized from the latter group was the Streptomyces
ipomoeae group III inhibitor ipomicin (Zhang et al. 2003). The other reported highly specific
bacteriocin is a 14-kDa antimicrobial protein produced by the tomato pathogen Clavibacter
michiganensis ssp. Michiganensis (Holtsmark et al. 2007).
Ipomicin is a 10-kDa protein which kills susceptible S. ipomoeae strains, but has no
effect on the growth of a variety of bacterial genera examined, including several other
streptomycete species (Zhang et al. 2003). The structural gene that encodes ipomicin is
designated ipoA. Nucleotide sequence of the ipoA gene and deduced amino acid sequence of
ipomicin have been determined. Protein sequencing showed that ipomicin is expressed as a
131-amino-acid precursor, which is processed to a 10-kDa mature protein by cleavage of the
N-terminal 35-amino-acid signal sequence (Zhang et al. 2003).
Surprisingly, the ipoA gene was not only identified in representative ipomicin-sensitive
strains of S. ipomoeae inhibition group I and II (i.e., strain 78-61 for group I, strain 88-35 for
group II, Fig. 4.1 A), but it was also found to be transcribed in these strains (Fig. 4.1 B) and
there were no mutations found in either the ipoA ORF or promoter region in these group I and
II representatives (Schully 2005). Since the susceptible strains can not release the active
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ipomicin, it is interesting to investigate whether the group I and II strains lack the functions to
translate the ipoA message, or perhaps lack the putative ability to post-translationally modify
or transport the ipomicin protein.

A.

B.

FIG. 4.1. Representatives of all three inhibition groups of S. ipomoeae express the ipoA
gene.
(A) PCR amplification of the ipoA ORF. Plasmid pSIP7 containing the ipoA ORF (lane 1),
genomic DNA of S. coelicolor strain M145 (lane2), S. ipomoeae group I strain 78-61 (lane 3),
group II strain 88-35 (lane 4), and group III strain 91-03 (lane 5) were used as the template for
PCR to amplify the ipoA ORF. The resulting products were analyzed by agarose gel.
(B) Northern blot analysis of the ipoA mRNA. RNA from S. ipomoeae strains 78-61 (lane 1),
88-35 (lane 2), and 91-03 (lane 3) was analyzed by Northern blot using a probe specific for
the ipoA gene. (Reproduced from Schully 2005).
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In this study, I examined the appearance of ipomicin in culture supernatants of thirty-six
S. ipomoeae strains, and revealed that most members of group I and II produce and secrete
some form of ipomicin. In the few strains that did not appear to produce ipomicin, mutations
were identified within the ipoA gene and its promoter region.
Another putative bacteriolytic substance produced by S. ipomoeae inhibition group II
strains is inhibitory to group I and III strains (Clark et al. 1998). The study of the inhibitor
from group II strains has lagged far behind the group III inhibitor ipomicin because the group
II inhibitor was thought to be cell-associated and thus difficult to isolate. In this chapter, I
gave evidence that this inhibitory substance is also released into the supernatant of group II
broth cultures. I also examined the kinetics of production of this inhibitor during growth of a
representative group II strain, and found that the active form of the inhibitor was only
observed during exponential growth.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial Strains and Bacteriological Biology Methods
The thirty-six S. ipomoeae strains analyzed are listed in table 4.1. S. ipomoeae spores
were preserved on S. ipomoeae growth agar (SIGA) (Clark et al. 1998, Clark and Lawrence
1981), and liquid cultures were grown in Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB, Difco, Detroit, MI). S.
coelicolor strain M145 (Bentley et al. 2002) spores were maintained on SIGA while mycelia
were grown in yeast extract-malt extract (YEME) medium (Kieser et al. 2000). Absorbance
(600nm) readings of Streptomyces cell mass were measured as described (Wang et al. 2009).
Molecular Biology Methods
Genomic DNA was isolated and purified as described (Qin et al. 1998). PCR was
performed as described (Pettis et al. 2001) by using Pfu polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA)
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Table 4.1 Inhibition groups of strains of S. ipomoeae determined in Clark et al. 1998.
Group I
78-49, 78-51, 78-57, 78-60, 78-61, 78-62, 88-06, 91-01, B-16470, La-1
Group II
88-33, 88-34, 88-35, 88-36, 90-01, 90-02, 90-03, 90-04, 90-05, B-16480,
B-16482, B-16483, B-16485, B-16488, B-16489
Group III
81-44, 81-45, 88-03, 88-04, 88-07, 88-08, 88-16, 88-29, 91-03, 92-03
Not Grouped
B12321

for cloning-related amplification, and AmpliTaq DNA Polymerase (Applied Biosystems Inc.,
Foster City, CA) for identification of ipoA with the genomic DNA of appropriate Streptomyces
strains as templates and the primers: recDxtn (5’-GCCCCTCCCGACTGACCATG-3’)
ipoA3’ (5’-AAAAAGATCTCTGTCGCTCAGACGCGCAGG-3’) (Schully 2005). DNA
sequencing reactions were performed using a BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit
(Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, CA) as described (Qin and Cohen, 1998), along with
primer recDxtn or ipoA3’, and the PCR amplified ipoA fragments as templates.
Plate Bioassays and Inhibition Assays
Plate bioassays were performed according to the methods described previously (Wang et
al. 2009), except that interstrain inhibition phenotypes of S. ipomoeae strains 91-03, 92-03,
and 91-01 were also determined against strain B16480 by using the inhibition assay method
described (Clark et al. 1998). Briefly, a 5-µl drop of spore suspension of liquid culture grown
to stationary phase was spotted onto a lawn of the test strain which was freshly spread over
the surface of dried SIGA medium (Clark et al. 1998, Clark and Lawrence 1981). After
incubation at 30°C for 3 days, the resulting zones of inhibition were then measured.
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Western Blot Analysis
Generation of ipomicin antiserum, preparation of protein samples and Western blot
analysis were all performed as described previously (Wang et al. 2009). Cell extracts of
relevant strains were prepared as described (Ingram et al. 1989).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Most Group I and II Strains Produce a Form of Ipomicin Protein
To examine the production of the 10-kDa ipomicin protein in susceptible (group I and II)
and resistant (group III) strains, culture supernatant of each of the thirty-six S. ipomoeae
strains was analyzed by Western blotting using an antiserum against the ipomicin protein
(Wang et al. 2009). The appearance of the 10-kDa ipomicin protein was detected in the
culture supernatants of thirty-three strains. Only 91-01 (group I), B12321 (ungrouped) and,
unexpectedly, group III strain 92-03 were the exceptions (Fig. 4.2 A). To test the possibility
that strains lacking ipomicin in their culture supernatant actually produce the protein but do
not secrete it, the presence of the 10-kDa ipomicin protein in cell extracts of 92-03 and
B12321 was probed by Western blotting. The results showed no evidence of ipomicin in cell
extracts (Fig. 4.2 B) for these two strains. Overall, these initial results indicated that most
susceptible strains produce and transport an apparently inactive form of 10-kDa ipomicin
protein.
The appearance of ipomicin protein in culture supernatants of most members of the
ipomicin-sensitive S. ipomoeae group I and II strains is surprising since ipomicin is toxic to
these strains. It seems logical that ipomicin released by these susceptible strains represents
some inactive forms that differ from the active inhibitor in structural or chemical features.
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FIG. 4.2. Western blots of ipomicin protein.
(A) Analysis of culture supernatants for the thirty-six S. ipomoeae strains. Spores of thirty-six
S. ipomoeae strains were inoculated individually into TSB and incubated at 30°C while
shaking until stationary phase. Proteins were precipitated from cell-free supernatant of the
cultures and 10-µg aliquots were analyzed by Western blotting. The negative control was the
cell-free supernatant of a culture of S. lividans strain TK23 grown to stationary phase.
Western blots in 91-01, 92-03, B12321 were repeated in two biological replicates with the
same results obtained in each case.
(B) No ipomicin protein in equivalent amounts of cell-free supernatants and cell extracts of
strains 92-03 and B12321. Lane 1, 91-03 supernatant (positive control); Lane 2, B12321
supernatant; Lane 3 92-03 supernatant; Lane 4, B12321 cell extract; Lane 5, 92-03 cell
extract.
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Post-translational modifications of bacteriocins produced by gram-positive bacteria and
microcins from gram-negative have been well documented (Jack et al. 1995, Jack and Jung
2000). My results strongly suggest that ipomicin produced in group III strain undergoes
post-translational modification to generate bacteriolytic activities, a possibility which awaits
demonstration by Mass Spectrometry.
Mutations within the ipoA Gene of S. ipomoeae Strains 91-01, B12321, and 92-03
Unlike all other S. ipomoeae strains tested, ipomicin protein wasn’t detected in culture
supernatants of 91-01, B12321, and 92-03, and it was also not found in cell extracts of 92-03
and B12321 by Western blotting (Fig 4.2 A and B). Therefore PCR was performed to
determine whether these three strains lack the ipoA gene or its promoter region. The primers
were specific for the 3’ end of the ipoA ORF and the 5’ end of the adjacent recD gene such
that both the ipoA ORF and the promoter region could be amplified. The results revealed the
ipoA gene is present in the genomic DNA of all three strains (Fig. 4.3). Moreover, the
PCR-amplified fragments of 91-01, B12321, and 92-03 migrated to the same position as that
of the positive control 91-03 and 88-35. No significant difference in size indicated that there
is no obvious deletion or insertion of DNA in the ipoA gene in these strains (Fig. 4.3).
Then sequencing of these fragments revealed there are some mutations within both the
ipoA structural gene and the promoter region in all three strains, most of which are single base
substitutions. Surprisingly the mutations displayed in group I strain 91-01 and group III strain
92-03 are exactly the same but different from those in B12321 (Fig. 4.4). All mutations within
the ipoA ORF are silent mutations. For example, the 7th codon GCA in the wild-type ipoA
gene and GCG in the mutated versions both designate alanine (Fig. 4.4). Because mutations
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FIG. 4.3. Detection of the ipoA gene in S. ipomoeae strains 91-01, 92-03 and B12321 by
PCR amplification. Genomic DNA of S. ipomoeae strain 91-01 (group I, lane1), strain
B12321 (ungrouped, lane 2), strain 92-03 (group III, lane 3), strain 88-35 (group II, lane 4),
strain 91-03 (group III, lane 5), and S. coelicolor strain M145 (lane 6) were used as the
template for PCR involving primers recDxtn and ipoA3’, which specifically amplifies the
ipoA ORF and its promoter region. The resulting products were electrophoresed on a 1%
agarose gel containing ethidium bromide, visualized under UV light and a digital image was
recorded using an Engle Eye II still video system (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). A 1-kb plus
DNA ladder (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was used as a size marker (lane M).

within the structural gene do not result in amino acid change in the ipomicin protein, such
mutations are unlikely to result in defective production of ipomicin. However, there is a T to
C change within the putative -10 promoter element in the three strains, and a C to T change
within the putative -35 element of the ipoA gene in 90-01 and 92-03 (Fig 4.4). It is possible
that such mutations within the putative promoter region negatively affect transcription
initiation. Expression of the ipoA in 90-01, 92-03 and B12321 could be determined by
Northern blot and compared to the wild-type strain 91-03 to examine this possibility.
Inhibition Phenotypes of S. ipomoeae Strain 92-03
The failure to detect ipomicin in either culture supernatant or cell-extracts of S. ipomoeae
group III strain 92-03 by Western blot (Fig. 4.2 B) was unexpected. To test whether our stock
of strain 92-03 produces results consistent with the inhibition phenotype as determined
previously (Clark et al. 1998), inhibitory activity of strain 92-03 was determined. My results
confirmed the group III inhibition phenotype of 92-03 since upon incubation significant
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FIG. 4.4. Nucleotide sequence alignment of the ipoA gene in S. ipomoeae strains 91-03,
91-01, 92-03, and B12321. Amino acids are indicated by their one-letter designations below
the nucleotide sequence. The mutations in 91-01, 92-03, and B12321 are indicated in bold.
Putative -10 and -35 elements of promoter of the ipoA gene in 91-03 (Schully 2005) are
indicated and underlined.
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91-03
1 GATCCGACGGTACCGCCCGGGTCGGACAACGGGAGCGAGTCGGCGTACGC
91-01 1 GATCCGACGGTACCGCCAGGGTCGGACAACGGGAGCGACTCGGCGTATGC
92-03 1 GATCCGACGGTACCGCCAGGGTCGGACAACGGGAGCGACTCGGCGTATGC
B12321 1 GATCCGACGGTACCGCCCGGGTCGGACAACGGGAGCGAGTCGGCGTACGC
91-03
91-01
92-03
B12321

51 GACCTGCTCGAAAGCGACCGCTCAGTAAAACCACAGGGTAATCCTTCTTC
51 GACCTGCTCGAAAGCGACCGCTCAGTAAAACCACAGGGTAATCCTTCTTC
51 GACCTGCTCGAAAGCGACCGCTCAGTAAAACCACAGGGTAATCCTTCTTC
51 GACCTGCTCGAAAGCGACCGCTCAGTAAAACCACAGGGTAATCCTTCTTC

91-03 101 ACCTTTCAATCACAAGAAGAGACCGAACTTTACACTTCAAGCATCATCTG
91-01 101 ACCTTTCAATCACAAGAAGAGACCGAACTTTACACTTCAAGCATCACCTG
92-03 101 ACCTTTCAATCACAAGAAGAGACCGAACTTTACACTTCAAGCATCACCTG
B12321 101 ACCTTTCAATCACAAGAAGAGACCGAACTTTACACTTCAAGCATCACCTG
-35
-10
91-03 151 GAATGCGGTTGTCCATTTCCTCCATGGTAAGATGAAAAGGCCGCCCCCCA
91-01 151 GAATGCGGTTGTTCATTTCCTCCGTGGCAAGATGAAAAGGCCGCCCCCCA
92-03 151 GAATGCGGTTGTTCATTTCCTCCGTGGCAAGATGAAAAGGCCGCCCCCCA
B12321 151 GAATGCGGTTGTCCATTTCCTCCGTGGCAAGATGAAAAGGCCGCCCCCCA
91-03 201 CACAAGGTCGGCTCCCAGTGAGAAACTTTTGAAGGAGCTCCTGAATGCGA
91-01 201 CACAAGGTCGGCTCCCCAGTGAGAAACTTTTGAAGGAGCTCCTGAATGCGA
92-03 201 CACAAGGTCGGCTCCCCAGTGAGAAACTTTTGAAGGAGCTCCTGAATGCGA
B12321 201 CACAAGGTCGGCTCCCAGCGAGAAACTTTTGAAGGAGCTCCTGAATGCGA
M R
ipoA >
91-03

251 TTCGGAAAGCCCGCACGGAAAGCCTCCGCCTTACGCGCCGTCGGCGCCCT

91-01 251 TTCGGAAAGCCCGCGCGGAAAGCCTCCGCCTTACGCGCCGTCGGCGCCCT
92-03 251 TTCGGAAAGCCCGCGCGGAAAGCCTCCGCCTTACGCGCCGTCGGCGCCCT
B12321 251 TTCGGAAAGCCCGCGCGGAAAGCCTCCGCCTTACGCGCCGTCGGCGCCCT
F
G
K P A R K
A S
A L R A V G A L
91-03 301 TTGCCTGGCCGCCGCCGTGACCGGCGCCATCGCGGCCCCCGCCCAGGCCG
91-01 301 TTGCCTGGCCGCCGCCGTGACCGGCGCCATCGCGGCCCCCGCCCAGGCCG
92-03 301 TTGCCTGGCCGCCGCCGTGACCGGCGCCATCGCGGCCCCCGCCCAGGCCG
B12321 301 TTGCCTGGCCGCCGCCGTGACCGGCGCCATCGCGGCCCCCGCCCAGGCCG
C
L A A A V T G
A I A A P A Q
A D
91-03
91-01
92-03

351 ACGCGCCCGGCCACCCGGGCAAGCACTATCTGCAGGTGAACGTGCCATCG
351 ACGCGCCCGGCCACCCGGGCAAGCACTATCTGCAGGTGAACGTGCCATCG
351 ACGCGCCCGGCCACCCGGGCAAGCACTATCTGCAGGTGAACGTGCCATCG

B12321 351 ACGCGCCCGGCCACCCGGGCAAGCACTATCTGCAGGTGAACGTGCCTTCG
A P G H
P G K
H Y L Q V N V P S
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FIG. 4.4 continued
91-03

401 GACGTCCGCACCATCGGGGTCGCCGGTGGCGGTGTGCAGCAGTGTTTCCG

91-01 401 GACGTCCGCACCATCGGGGTCGCCGGTGGCGGCGTGCAGCAGTGTTTCCG
92-03 401 GACGTCCGCACCATCGGGGTCGCCGGTGGCGGCGTGCAGCAGTGTTTCCG
B12321 401 GACGTCCGCACCATCGGGGTCGCCGGTGGCGGTGTGCAGCAGTGTTTCCG
T I G V A G G
G V Q Q C
F R
D V R
91-03 451GGTCACACCGGGTGCGTGGAACGACACCAGGGCACTCGTCAGCAACGGCG
91-01 451GGTCACACCGGGTGCGTGGAACGACACCAGGGCACTCGTCAGCAACGGCG
92-03 451GGTCACACCGGGTGCGTGGAACGACACCAGGGCACTCGTCAGCAACGGCG
B12321 451GGTCACACCGGGTGCGTGGAACGACACCAGGGCACTCGTCAGCAACGGCG
T R A L V S
N
G A
V T P G A W N D
91-03 501 CCCAGGTCGAGGTCTGGGGATACACCGTGGCCGACTGCGCCAACCGCACC
91-01 501 CCCAGGTCGAGGTCTGGGGATACACCGTGGCCGACTGCGCCAACCGCACC
92-03 501 CCCAGGTCGAGGTCTGGGGATACACCGTGGCCGACTGCGCCAACCGCACC
B12321 501 CCCAGGTCGAGGTCTGGGGATACACCGTGGCCGACTGCGCCAACCGCACC
Q
V E
V W G Y T V A D C
A N
R T
91-03
91-01
92-03

551 ACGGCAAACCAGAAGTACTACGACAAGGCCGCCGCCCCCTCGGACTCCTC
551 ACGGCAAACCAGAAGTACTACGACAAGGCCGCCGCCCCCTCGGACTCCTC
551 ACGGCAAACCAGAAGTACTACGACAAGGCCGCCGCCCCCTCGGACTCCTC

B12321 551 ACAGCAAACCAGAAGTACTACGACAAGGCCGCCGCCCCCTCGGACTCCTC
T A N Q K Y Y D K A A A P S
D S
S
91-03 601 CACCTATTTCTGGTTCACGCTGAAGAACCTGCGCGTCTGA
91-01 601 CACCTATTTCTGGTTCACACTGAAGAACCTGCGCGTCTGA
92-03 601 CACCTATTTCTGGTTCACACTGAAGAACCTGCGCGTCTGA
B12321 601 CACCTATTTCTGGTTCACACTGAAGAACCTGCGCGTCTGA
T Y F W F T L K
N
L R
V *

inhibition nearly the size of that for strain 91-03 resulted when 92-03 spores were spotted on a
lawn of group II strain B16480 (Fig 4.5). Interestingly, a relatively very small inhibition zone
was also observed when cell-free supernatant of 92-03 was used. It is possible that production
of ipomicin in strain 92-03 is greatly reduced (e.g. due to the putative promoter mutations
noted earlier) so that ipomicin protein is too low to be detected by Western blot, whereas
92-03 cells nevertheless still retain measurable inhibitory activity in plate bioassays using two
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FIG. 4.5. Inhibition phenotypes of 92-03 determined by plate bioassays.
(A) Examples of plate bioassays. 5 µl aliquot of cell suspensions (C) and cell-free
supernatants (S) of S. ipomoeae strains 91-01, 92-03, and 91-03 were inoculated side by side
onto each lawn of spores of S. ipomoeae strains B16480 on S. ipomoeae growth agar (SIGA)
and plates were incubated for 3 days until sporulation. The data presented is one of three
biological replicates. Either a very small inhibition zone (as shown) or no zone was observed
in 92-03 supernatants.
(B) Within the one biological replicate shown in (A), there were three independent
experimental trials for measurement of inhibitory activity in cell suspensions (solid bar) and
cell-free supernatants (open bar) of 91-01, 92-03, and 91-03. The activity results presented are
the average diameter of inhibition zones seen in plate bioassays for those three replicates,
with the error bars representing the associated standard deviation.
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variations of the plate bioassay method: inoculating test lawns of a susceptible strain with
either 92-03 culture supernatant as described previously (Wang et al. 2009), or with a 92-03
spore suspension as described (Clark et al. 1998).
Growth-Regulated Production of Group II Inhibitor in S. ipomoeae
While the group III inhibitor ipomicin has been purified (Zhang et al. 2003) and its
expression has been studied in Chapter Three and Four here, no information is currently
available regarding the group II inhibitor. To begin analysis of this inhibitor, spores of S.
ipomoeae group II strains 90-01, B16480, and 88-35 were inoculated separately into liquid
TSB and incubated at 30°C while shaking, and cell-free supernatants were isolated at one
time point during the exponential phase, and at another time point during the stationary phase.
The inhibitory activity of the two samples was examined by using a plate bioassay. As shown
in Fig. 4.6, at the first time point, the inhibition zone was apparent; while at the second time
point, no inhibition zone was found to be produced. This result suggested that the group II
inhibitor is produced and released into culture supernatant only during exponential phase in
liquid culture. The temporal production pattern of the group II inhibitor during growth of
88-35 was further examined again by the plate bioassay. Inhibitory activity was determined by
measuring the diameter of the inhibition zones. As shown in Fig. 4.7, the activity became
evident about 28 h post inoculation. By mid-exponential phase, the inhibitor reached its
highest activity where subsequently it began to lose activity dramatically. As the culture
transitioned into stationary phase, no inhibitory activity could be detected.
The temporal pattern of production of the group II inhibitor for 88-35 contrasts greatly
with the pattern of the ipomicin inhibitor production in the group III strain 91-03 (Fig. 3.1 A,
Chapter 3). The inhibitory activity is detected only during the exponential phase of growth,
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FIG. 4.6. Temporal release of active form of S. ipomoeae group II inhibitor determined
by plate bioassay. Spores of S. ipomoeae group II strains 90-01, B16480, 88-35, were
inoculated into liquid TSB and incubated at 30°C while shaking. 1 ml aliquots were harvested
at two time-points during growth (one time-point during the exponential phase, and the other
one time-point during the stationary phase), and culture supernatants were then filtered. 5 µl
of each sample were spotted onto SIGA inoculated with a lawn of S. ipomoeae spores. From
top to bottom, the lawns are of 91-01 (group I), B16480 (group II), 91-03 (group III). Plates
incubated at 30°C for 3 days.
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FIG. 4.7. Growth-regulated appearance of active group II inhibitor during culturing of S.
ipomoeae strain 88-35 as determined by plate bioassay. Growth curve of strain 88-35 and
measurement of bioassay inhibition zones. Spores of S. ipomoeae strain 88-35 (group II) were
inoculated into TSB and incubated at 30°C while shaking. At time points throughout growth,
aliquots were used either to measure the culture absorbance at 600nm (■) or to test for
inhibitor function present in the culture supernatant by the plate bioassay method (□) as
described in Wang et al. 2009. The data presented is one of three biological replicates that
were performed with approximately the same results occurring in each case.

suggesting that production of the group II inhibitory substance is growth-phase dependent.
Interestingly, the similar growth-regulated pattern was observed in the production of active
microcin E492, a low molecular weight channel-forming bacteriocin in K. pneumoniae
RYV492 (Corsini et al. 2002). Active microcin E492 is expressed only in the exponential
phase of growth. An inactive form was found to be produced in stationary phase and may be
caused by the absence of transcription of the maturation genes (Corsini et al. 2002). So the
other possibility is that the S. ipomoeae group II inhibitor is made in an active form in the
exponential phase whereas an inactive form is produced in the stationary phase during
growth.
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Studies of the group II inhibitor await purification of the inhibitory substance and
identification of its putative structural gene, results that will ultimately improve our
knowledge of inhibition production in S. ipomoeae and may also lead to the development of a
potentially highly efficient biocontrol agent.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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The Gram-positive bacterial genus Streptomyces spp. produce thousands of antibiotics,
which are valued in medicine, agriculture, and as unique biochemical tools (Kieser et al.
2000). Many Streptomyces species are capable of transferring genetic material via the transfer
functions encoded by conjugative plasmids, and evidence now suggests that the conjugation
process in Streptomyces is novel. A better understanding of this unique mechanism will allow
for greater genetic manipulation of streptomycetes, which should improve our ability to
construct strains that produce new forms of antibiotics. My stories span two areas of
Streptomyces biology. The first has concentrated on the molecular mechanisms that govern
Streptomyces conjugation using the circular plasmid pIJ101 as a model. In addition to
conjugation, my work concerns Streptomyces ipomoeae, which causes the destructive disease
soil rot in sweet potato. I examined the expression and regulation of bacteriocins that show
interstrain inhibition in an effort to better understand their production and ultimately benefit
the development of a novel highly-efficient bio-control agent for prevention of Streptomyces
soil rot.
Connjugation in Streptomyces bacteria remains a poorly understood process. Compared
to the conserved conjugation mechanism that has been elucidated across most other
microorganisms, conjugative transfer in Streptomyces involves few plasmid-encoded loci
(Hopwood and Kieser 1993) and the transfer of double-stranded DNA (Ducote and Pettis
2006, Possoz et al. 2001). Transfer of Streptomyces lividans plasmid pIJ101 requires only the
pIJ101 tra gene, which encodes Tra protein, as well as a cis-acting plasmid function known as
clt (Pettis and Cohen 1994, Pettis and Cohen 1996). The membrane Tra protein may form a
ring-shape pore and pump double-stranded DNA molecules from donor to recipient cells
(Grohmann et al. 2003). The absence of clt results in a drastic reduction of plasmid transfer
(Pettis and Cohen 1994). However, the actual genetic function of clt locus is still unknown.
The minimal clt locus was found to be a 54-bp segment of pIJ101 that contains a single
imperfect inverted-repeat (IR) sequence along with three direct repeats (DR). The IR appears
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to be the most important functional region of clt (Ducote et al. 2000). Better characterization
of IR was attempted in Chapter Two, specifically by defining positions within the IR that are
critical for plasmid transfer. As shown in Chapter Two, certain mutations in the right arm of
the IR or between the arms appeared to eliminate clt transfer function. These results suggest
that the dyad symmetry of the IR region per se is not important. It is possible that the critical
base positions identified here alter the specific secondary structure of clt and/or represent the
binding motif for Tra or some other essential transfer component(s) during conjugative
transfer process. So, to understand the precise role of clt in conjugation, future work should
involve two directions: investigating further the secondary structure of clt IR sequence; and
probing for potential clt-Tra interaction. The possibility of specific interaction between clt and
Tra can be examined by purification of Tra and/or by isolating tra suppressors of the clt
mutant alleles described in Chapter Two, using purified Tra, techniques to probe DNA-protein
interaction such as EMSA, and immunoprecipitation can then be performed.
The Tra protein of pIJ101 can also promote efficient transfer of chromosomal DNA in
Streptomyces ((Kieser et al. 1982, Pettis and Cohen 1994). However, to date, neither
chromosomal genes required for conjugation nor functional analogs of the pIJ101 clt locus
have been identified in the linear Streptomyces chromosome (Zhang and Pettis, unpublished
results). In Chapter Two and Appendix A, I gave preliminary evidence that the telomeric end
of the S. lividans chromosome could substitute for clt transfer function. The telomeres at the
ends of the Streptomyces linear chromosome are predicted to form secondary structures that
are important for the process of chromosome replication (Huang et al. 1998). It is
hypothesized that the chromosomal telomere, which contains numerous IRs reminiscent of the
pIJ101 clt IR, can replace the functional role of clt in plasmid transfer. My preliminary results
showed that Streptomyces transfer-defective vector pIJ101 with one copy of the chromosome
telomere can be transferred efficiently by pIJ101 Tra (See Table A.2 in Appendix A). To
further support the hypothesis, the chromosomal telomere could be cloned to various vectors
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and tested to determine if it can consistently restore transfer function to the plasmids lacking
clt. Circularized chromosomes either containing or lacking telomeres could also be tested for
chromosome mobilization as mediated by pIJ350 tra gene. Further investigations may focus
on localization of the precise sequences within the chromosomal telomere that can
complement clt transfer function, and examination of the secondary structure of these
sequences.
Many linear Streptomyces plasmids also mediate efficient transfer of themselves and of
their host chromosome (Hopwood and Kieser, 1993). However our knowledge of conjugation
mechanism of linear plasmids lags behind that of their circular counterparts. As detailed in
Chapter Two, I attempted to investigate whether the tra-clt transfer components of circular
plasmid pIJ101 can promote the transfer of a linear plasmid. The conjugation mechanism of
linear plasmids may be distinct from that of circular plasmids, as my research shows that
while the pIJ101 Tra could promote the transfer of circularized versions of the linear plasmid
pSCON223 (Fig. 2.2 A), the linear plasmid itself could not be transferred efficiently using this
system in S. lividans strain TK23.42. Consistent with this interpretation was my observation
that all plasmids isolated from transconjugants appeared to be circular regardless of the
configuration of the plasmid (i.e., linear versus circular) in the initial donor cells. My results
here demonstrate that the pIJ101 Tra can not transfer linear plasmids when they are in a linear
form in TK23.42. This was the first evidence that the Tra protein of a circular plasmid shows
specificity for the circular configuration. Further study may involve elucidating why the Tra
protein of pIJ101 can not transfer linear plasmids containing clt. It is possible that the specific
secondary structure of clt in circular plasmids is important for the transfer mediated by pIJ101
Tra, and that in linear DNA molecules this structure may somehow be different. A better
understanding of conjugation awaits further investigation of the secondary structure within clt
(or telomeres of linear plasmids or chromosomes) in circular versus linear DNA molecules.
So, how does the transfer of the linear chromosomal DNA proceed using the transfer system
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of a circular plasmid? It was documented that the Streptromyces chromosomes may become
circularized spontaneously (Lin et al. 1993), or the two TPs interact strongly with each other
so that the linear chromosome behaves as if it was in a circular configuration (Wang et al.
1999, Yang and Losick 2001). One model then for pIJ101-mediated transfer of the linear
Streptomyces chromosome is that it is circularized or shows circular configuration before or
during the transfer process, with the telomeres acting as the role of clt, so that the linear
chromosome is transferred as a circular DNA molecule (Fig. 5.1).
In Chapter Two, I also revealed that the linear pSCON223 and pSCON346 plasmids (Fig
2.2 B and C) could be transferred in linear form from SLP2-containing strains, which strongly
suggested that when SLP2 is present, Tra of SLP2 mediates transfer of the linear plasmids that
can not be transferred by the pIJ101 Tra . It provides another line of evidence that conjugative
transfer of linear plasmids appears to be different from that of circular plasmids. Whether the
mechanism of conjugation of linear DNA molecules in Streptomyces is inherently different
from that of circular molecules remains to be elucidated. It was previously reported that the S.
lividans linear plasmid SLP2 encodes a Tra protein that shares homology with pIJ101 Tra.
And efficient transfer of linear SLP2 requires a ttrA gene encoding a helicase-like protein
(Huang et al. 2003), as well as six co-transcribed SLP2 genes (Xu et al. 2006). These
observations indicate that conjugative transfer of linear plasmids may involve a similar
process as that of circular plasmids, but require additional genetic functions. To test the notion,
an experiment which is based on the method for studying double-stranded transfer of
conjugative element pSAM2 (Possoz et al. 2001) could be conducted to examine whether
linear plasmids transfer as double-stranded DNA molecules or not. Interestingly, my
preliminary results showed that the transfer frequency of linear plasmid pSCON346 (Fig 2.2
C) was reduced two orders of magnitude when using a recipient strain with the
double-stranded DNA-specific SalI restriction-modification system (SalI R/SalI M),
compared with a recipient lacking the SalI R/SalI M (Appendix A), which suggested that
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FIG. 5.1. Model for pIJ101-mediated conjugation of the linear Streptomyces chromosome.
In the donor, before transfer, the linear chromosome is either
(A) circularized spontaneously; or
(B) shows circular configuration due to strong interaction between the TPs.
(C) The pIJ101 Tra protein interacts with the chromosome at the telomeres.
(D) The Tra pumps the chromosomal DNA from the donor cell across the cell membrane and
the cell wall. Abbreviations: TP, Terminal protein; chr, chromosome.

transfer of linear plasmids also involve double-stranded DNA. More reliable data could be
obtained by including both a positive control (the transfer of double-stranded molecules when
the donor is a Streptomyces strain harboring a circular plasmid), and a negative control (the
transfer of single-stranded plasmid DNA when the donor strain is E. coli) in this assay, as
described in Possoz et al. 2001. To understand the precise conjugation mechanism of linear
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plasmids, further study may involve characterization of the exact functions of each gene
required for the transfer of linear plasmids, and probing for the binding site of TraSLP2 in the
linear SLP2 molecule, for example, the telomere ends.
The second story of mine concerns S. ipomoeae, which causes the destructive disease
soil rot in sweet potato. Numerous strains of S. ipomoeae have been divided into three groups
based on their antagonistic characteristics during co-cultivation on agar media. Group I strains
are not antagonistic to group II or group III strains, group II strains inhibit both group I and III
members, and group III strains inhibit group I and II strains (Clark et al. 1998). The group III
inhibitor, designated ipomicin, consists of a 10-kDa secreted protein with bacteriocin
properties (Zhang et al. 2003). Within the signal sequence encoding portion of the ipomicin
structural gene ipoA exists a single rare TTA codon, which is recognized in the GC-rich
Streptomyces bacteria by the temporally accumulating bldA leucyl tRNA, whose activation
has been shown to occur later during growth (Leskiw et al. 1991). In Chapter Three, using
functional bioassays and Western blotting, I showed that ipomicin stably accumulates in
culture supernatants of S. ipomoeae in a growth-regulated manner which does not coincide
with the pattern of ipoA expression as determined in Northern blots. Using S. coelicolor
isogenic wild type and bldA mutant strains M600 and M600∆bldA containing the cloned ipoA
gene, similar growth-regulated production of ipomicin was demonstrated to be directly
dependent on translation of the rare TTA codon in ipoA by the bldA leucyl tRNA. A stability
assay revealed that ipomicin lost little activity after 24 h at 30°C under mock culture
conditions and retained approximately 50% activity after 48 h. The results suggest that
bldA-dependent translation of the S. ipomoeae ipoA gene leads to growth-regulated
production of the ipomicin precursor, which upon processing to the mature form and secretion,
stably accumulates in the extracellular environment. To date, this is the first example of bldA
regulation of a bacteriocin in the streptomycetes. With the recent development of a method to
introduce foreign DNA into S. ipomoeae by conjugation from E. coli, genetic manipulation of
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S. ipomoeae has become available (Guan and Pettis, 2009). A S. ipomoeae bldA mutant could
be isolated one day. Then it is conceivable that bldA regulation of ipomicin production could
be confirmed in its natural host.
Previous studies showed that the ipoA gene is also present and transcribed in the group I
and II S. ipomoeae strains which are sensitive to ipomicin (Schully 2005). In Chapter Four, I
showed that most S. ipomoeae strains produce and release ipomicin protein, including most
susceptible strains. It is clear that active inhibitor is not produced in these latter strains. Most
likely, further post-translational modification of ipomicin protein in the group III strains
results in bacteriolytic activity. Further investigation of ipomicin may focus on detecting
potential additional modification of ipomicin produced by group III strains using mass
spectrometry, as compared with the inactive form of ipomicin protein produced in susceptible
strains.
Some recent studies showed several examples of bacteriocins and antibiotics that have
functions other than competition, such as signaling, virulence, and sporulation (Holtsmark et
al. 2007). For example, soil microbe Streptomyces tendae secretes a bacteriocin-like peptide,
SapT, which is involved in aerial hyphae formation, and may play a role in signaling
morphogenesis (Kodani et al. 2005). It is possible that the inactive form of ipomicin produced
by group I and II strains as well as active ipomicin produced by group III strains, also has
another function. Actually, recent preliminary evidence suggests that ipomicin might be
involved in pathogenicity (Guan and Pettis, unpublished results). It will therefore be
interesting to continue to investigate whether ipomicin is multifunctional.
In Chapter Four, I showed that production of the S. ipomoeae group II inhibitor is also
growth-phase dependent, however in a manner different from production of ipomicin in group
III strain 91-03 as described in Chapter Three. The group II inhibitory activity in cell-free
supernatant of group II strain 88-35 culture was only detected during mid-exponential phase
using plate bioassays. Thus the group II strains may cease to produce the inhibitor at the
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beginning of stationary phase. It is also possible that the inhibitory substance itself could be
unstable. Stability assays such as that described in Chapter Three and in Zhang et al. 2003
could be performed to examine further the stability of the group II inhibitor in culture
supernatants. Additionally, specificity of group II inhibitor could be determined by plate
bioassays as described in Zhang et al. 2003. These results may generate important data
regarding the use of active ipomicin and group II inhibitor as a potential biocontrol agent.
The discovery of S. ipomoeae group II inhibitory activity in cell-free supernatant sheds
light on purification of this inhibitory substance, which is released into the culture medium
during exponential growth. Based on its properties, group II inhibitor may represent a novel
proteinaceous bacteriocin (can be confirmed with proteinase K treatment). So purification
schemes may be based on the protocols employed to purify numerous bacteriocins from other
bacteria (Jack et al. 1995). Further work may involve construction of genomic libraries, and
cloning and characterization of genes responsible for production of inhibitor from S.
ipomoeae group II strains.
BAGEL is a web-based bacteriocin genome mining tool which is powerful in annotating
putative bacteriocin genes. It is freely accessible at:
http://bioinformatics.biol.rug.nl/websoftware/bagel. (de Jong et al. 2006). A number of
predicted bacteriocins have been reported in twenty-two sequenced plant pathogen genomes
using BAGEL (Holtsmark et al. 2008). At present the S. ipomoeae genome sequencing project
is in progress. Upon completion of genome sequences, identification of putative bacterioncin
gene clusters in S. ipomoeae could be examined by the BAGEL program, which may improve
our knowledge of bacteriocins in S. ipomoeae, including the group II inhibitor.
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TABLE A.1. Transfer of plasmids harboring chromosome telomere from S. lividans
TK23.42 to TK23. pSCON314: one copy of telomere cloned to transfer-defective
Streptomyces vector pIJ350 (Kieser et al. 1982). pSCON315: two copies of telomeres cloned
to pIJ350. Transfer frequencies are reported relative to pGSP354, determined as described
(Pettis and Cohen 1994, Pettis and Cohen 1996).
Plasmid
pSCON354

Number of telomeres
0

pIJ101 clt
+

Transfer Frequency (%)
12.08

pSCON149

0

-

0.51

pSCON314

1

-

7.55

pSCON315

2

-

0.53
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TABLE A.2. Transfer of linear pSCON346 from S. lividans 98-50 (Huang et al. 2003) to
TK23 containing pHYG1 (Kendall and Cohen 1987) versus pOS948 (carrying the Sal I
restriction-modification system; Possoz et al. 2001).
Plasmid
pSCON346 Linear

Donor
98-50

Recipient
TK23 (pHYG1)

Transfer frequency (%)
50.62

pSCON346 Linear

98-50

TK23 (pOS948)

0.67
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FIG. A.1. Growth-regulated appearance of ipomicin during culturing of S. ipomoeae
strain 88-29 as determined by plate bioassay and Western blotting.
(A) Growth curve of strain 88-29 and measurement of bioassay inhibition zones as described
in Chapter Three for 91-03
(B) Western blots of ipomicin protein as described in Chapter Three.
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FIG. A.2. Temporal appearance of ipomicin protein as produced by S. coelicolor strains
M600 and M600∆bldA containing pSIP40 versus pSIP42 determined by Western blotting
as described in Chapter Three.
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FIG. A.3. TCA-precipitated S. ipomoeae group II inhibitor still retains inhibitory activity.
Spores of S. ipomoeae group II strains B16470 (group I), 88-35 (group II), and 91-03 (group
III) were inoculated into liquid TSB and incubated at 30°C while shaking. 1 ml aliquots were
harvested at two time-points during growth (one time-point during the exponential phase, and
the other one time-point during the stationary phase), and culture supernatants were then
filtered, and proteins were TCA-precipitated (Wang et al. 2009). 5 µl of each protein sample
were spotted onto SIGA inoculated with a lawn of S. ipomoeae spores. From top to bottom,
the lawns are of B16480 (group II), and B16470 (group I). Plates incubated at 30°C for 3
days.
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